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Foreword

Dear all,

I

t has become a custom that every year I
address you in these pages by making a
review of recent events and relevant topics of
major importance for the society, the court
and me. This year makes no exception.
Some time ago I have noticed a trend that
today’s legal culture is in a whirlpool of
globalization. States absorb experience from
each other, such international dimensions,
for example, the world’s, Europe’s and
western legal cultures come into being. What
does it mean to Lithuania and its national
legal identity?

Influence of the western legal
culture – from the values to a
legislative technique

M

any changes that happened over the
past twenty years in Lithuania came
from the European, western legal culture.
European traditions and values have already
become Europe’s cultural heritage which
crosses national borders and binds different
national cultures. Having taken such common
features of the European legal culture, namely
respect to human rights and traditions
of democracy, governance based on the
separation of powers, promotion of
tolerance and pluralism of views,
Lithuania opened the door to itself
to become a full member of
the European family.

As a judge I also feel belonging to the global
community. When making decisions in the
proceedings, courts participate not only in
Lithuanian but also in global processes. In
the context of changing values, legal thinking
methods and style of argumentation common
to western countries are gradually absorbed.
Courts give more importance to legal
principles in the creation and interpretation
of law. National law is interpreted in the light
of European context, aiming at the harmony
with European Union law. The meaning of
a precedent case is increasing in Lithuanian
case-law – lawyers (especially the young
generation) when applying to the court refer
not only to the laws but also more frequently
to the case-law.
Prerequisites for the creation of a common
European legal culture are also established
by the European Court of Human Rights
and the Court of Justice of the European
Union which lay down European case-law
guidelines. National case-law becomes a
mirrored reflection of these courts’ caselaw. Consistency in law is a huge value
which signifies stability, certainty and
clarity. Case-law identity develops not
only in the fundamental values but also
in daily, concrete things. Such examples –
from the interpretation of the provisions
of VAT in cases of tax evasion and fraud to
compensation for the damage suffered due
to inappropriate conditions of detention –
are frequent in the case-law of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania which
regularly encounters issues on the protection
of human rights and application of EU law.
Europeanisation even affects the form of
decisions – the arrangement of judgements
of the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania has been improved in accordance
with the example of European courts.
Migration of legal culture and innovative
ideas also occur at the level of law-making.
Not to mention the law-making based on
international commitments, very often
we voluntary follow an example of foreign
countries. The institute of an amicable
agreement embedded in administrative law
has been created by adding already tried-andtested German practice to our legal culture.
The general legal culture also penetrates
to national law through science. Having
relatively limited research which is oriented
to the national legal cultural identity, science
that is developed at European Union level has
a considerable influence on Lithuanian legal
doctrine.
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I approve the idea that globalisation among
countries and their citizens creates certain
interdependence. Integration of cultures is
very inert – after having a run-up, it is not
possible to stop it. Today we allow entry of
European legal culture not only by fulfilling
international obligations but also by adapting
to prevailing trends or adopting good
practices.

Conversation between national
and international legal cultures:
discussion or monologue?

I

t is necessary to recognise that, when
discussing interaction between existing
legal cultures, we are talking about the
influence of international legal culture on
Lithuanian legal culture and not vice versa.
Having no possibility to influence decisions or
question clarifications given by the European
Court of Human Rights and the Court of
Justice of the European Union, we assume the
acceptance of the case-law formed therein as a
duty to ensure a harmonious European law.
Nevertheless, we cannot deny that issues
examined by national courts contribute
to the development of European Union
law. Lithuanian courts become more
courageous and open – having faced the
need of interpretation of EU law, they do
not avoid applying to the Court of Justice
of the European Union and initiate serious
legal discussions at European level. Most
of Lithuanian judges have adjusted to the
changes having understood that application
of European Union law is inevitable. I think
that flexibility, dynamism and openness to
innovations are a characteristic feature of
Lithuanian legal culture.

Whether we will retain a unique
legal culture of Lithuania?

G

lobalisation has both positive and
negative effects. Although the integrity
of cultures makes the public life more
convenient in many ways, however, the
emergence of conflicting interests is
inevitable. After all, every state’s legal culture
differs – states are characterised by different
legal systems, specific features of culture and
traditions, historical circumstances.
I believe that even in this era of globalisation,
the cultural diversity is a value which should
be maintained by courts. We may be proud
of a distinctive legal culture of Lithuania,

Ričardas Piličiauskas
President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania

I would like to wish Lithuania and other
countries that namely human rights
would be that unifying axis which brings
together different interests in
the integration of legal cultures.

wherein the present society of Lithuania,
its life style, language, customs and values
are reflected. Although globalisation creates
economic and cultural integrity of the world’s
community, however, it does not set up
uniformity of nations. Art of every state is to
prevent following blindly international trends
but adjust to them by maintaining originality.
Seeing Lithuania’s ability to keep balance
between traditions and innovations, I have
no doubt that a unique national identity of
Lithuania is going to endure.
I would like to emphasise that, in spite
of everything, the main purpose of the
administrative court does not change: human
rights and freedoms must be effectively
protected and defended from the unlawful
actions of public authorities by ensuring fair,
prompt and objective judicial proceedings.
I would like to wish Lithuania and other
countries that namely human rights would
be that unifying axis which brings together
different interests in the integration of legal
cultures.
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15 Years of
Administrative Experience

n international scientific conference
‘Symbiosis of Administrative Doctrine
and Jurisprudence: Ensuring Effective
Protection of Human Rights’ was organized
to mark the 15th anniversary of the
establishment of administrative courts of
Lithuania. The conference attracted a great
deal of interest – over hundred people taking
an interest in administrative law participated
in the event.

‘The administrative court is one of the most significant institutions of the
state governed by the rule of law, because without the administrative court
a police state would exist instead of the rule of law.’
Mykolas Romeris

2014 marks an important anniversary
in the history of administrative courts of
Lithuania. Having started their work on
1 May 1999, Lithuanian administrative
courts have already been present for
fifteen years.

T

he main purpose of Lithuanian
administrative courts, ever since they
were established, is to safeguard the rights
and freedoms of natural persons against acts
of unlawful interference or omission of public
authorities. Activities of the administrative
courts that last fifteen years have received an
international recognition during this period

of time. The European Court of Human Rights
recognised Lithuanian administrative courts
as an appropriate and effective remedy for the
individuals, having jurisdiction in any dispute
between a natural person and a state. EU
institutions quote an example of the model
operating in Lithuania to other countries
which are also establishing administrative
courts.
‘Justice delayed is justice denied’ – this idea
comes from the European Commission’s
report ‘The 2014 EU Justice Scoreboard’.
From the start of their activities, Lithuanian
administrative courts defined rapid pace
of the proceedings as a key priority – an

individual’s dispute with a state must be
resolved in the shortest possible time. The
results of such endeavours are apparent
– according to the aforementioned report
of the European Commission, Lithuania
is in the lead amongst the Member States
of the European Union with regard to the
promptness of proceedings in administrative
courts, and the European Commission for the
Efficiency of Justice at the Council of Europe
(in 2014) named Lithuania as one of the best
states that has capacity to manage the flow
of administrative proceedings, and where the
number of pending cases does not lead to an
increase in the administrative courts.

Honourable guests from foreign countries –
the judge Prof. Yves Dotriaux from Conseil
d’Etat in France, the judge Dr. Martin Kohler
from Austria’s Supreme Administrative Court
and the Vice-president from the Supreme
Administrative Court of Poland Prof. Dr.
Marek Zirk-Sadowski – delivered their
speeches and shared their valuable experience
while creating and developing systems of the
administrative courts, also, discussed the
areas of their activity and the main principles.

::::::::::
»» It might be said that since the
formation of the Supreme Tribunal
in 1581, primary beginnings of
present administrative courts
appeared in Lithuania: it was
provided in the third Statute of
Lithuania that the hearing of
noblemen disputes on their lords’
decisions belongs to the Supreme
Tribunal.

»» One of the reasons for Lithuania’s
decision to establish administrative courts was EU requirements.
Aiming to become a Member State
of EU, Lithuania was assigned to
strengthen skills of public administration and judicial control thereof.

::::::::::
»» Administrative courts operate in
most of the democratic countries
of Europe – Austria, Germany,
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Finland, Greece,
Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Slovenia,
the Netherlands, Bulgaria, etc.

peeches delivered by the judge of the
Constitutional Court of the Republic
of Lithuania Dr. Egidijus Šileikis, the judge
of the Supreme Court of Lithuania (at this
moment – the President of the Supreme
Court of Lithuania) Dr. Rimvydas Norkus
who represented the courts of general
competence, and the Vice-president of the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
Dr. Irmantas Jarukaitis revealed the
complexity of legal relations governed by
administrative law, while being an especially
complex legal branch, and presented the most
important aspects of its relation to civil and
constitutional law.

»» According to the data announced by
the European Commission for the
Efficiency of Justice at the Council
of Europe, countries which do not
have separate administrative legal
systems to hear administrative
cases more often face difficulties in
the investigation of large amounts
of cases.
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1994

1995

Articles 66 and 67 of the Law on Courts of the Republic
of Lithuania

::::::::::
The Judge’s Oath
Judges of Regional Administrative Courts and the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania shall be
appointed from among the persons entered in the register
of persons seeking judicial office by the President of the
Republic on the basis of the advice of the Judicial Council.
The person appointed a judge, before assuming his duties,
shall, in a solemn ceremony, swear the following oath:
‘I, judge (name, surname) solemnly swear my
allegiance to the Republic of Lithuania, to
perform my duties in good faith, to administer
justice in accordance with the Constitution and
laws of the Republic of Lithuania, to protect
human rights, freedoms and lawful interests, to
be impartial, honest and humane, to protect the
state secrets entrusted to me and always conduct
myself as befits the judge.’
When swearing the oath the judge may choose to end the
oath by words ‘So help me God.’
Article 59 of the Law on Courts of the Republic of
Lithuania

::::::::::
Judges are committed to these main principles of conduct
of judges:

3) Fairness and impartiality;

10) Commitment;

4) Independence;

11) Solidarity;

5) Confidentiality;

12) Training for professional
qualifications.

6) Transparency and publicity;

Article 5 of the Code of Ethics of Judges

::::::::::

R

emarks
of
the
representatives
from universities – Prof. Dr. Birutė
Pranevičienė, Prof. Dr. Algimantas Urmonas,
Doc. Dr. Jurgita Paužaitė-Kulvinskienė and
Doc. Dr. Aušra Kargaudienė – confirmed that
administrative science and its case-law are
closely related and complementary, and the
research landscape in terms of administrative
law encompasses various areas of society.

1998

1993

A judge entered in the register of persons seeking judicial
office, of at least eight years standing as a judge of a
regional administrative court or a regional court as well
as a person having Doctor of Social Sciences (Law) degree
and of at least eight years’ standing as a university lecturer
in law who has submitted a health certificate may be
appointed a judge of the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania.

1) Respect for the human person; 7) Honesty and disinterest;
8) Decency;
2) Respect and loyalty for the
state;
9) Exemplarity;

::::::::::

1992
The Constitution of the Republic
of Lithuania states that
specialised courts, including
administrative courts, can also
be established in Lithuania

‘The priorities of administrative courts
do not change – an individual’s right
to a fair trial has remained a priority
for more than fifteen years since
administrative courts were established.
In addition, an effective and efficient
protection of human rights always
remains important’, says the President
of the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania R. Piličiauskas.

S

Did you know that...?
»» The first administrative court in
the world was established in France
after the Great French Revolution.

A judge entered in the register of persons seeking judicial
office, of at least four years standing as a judge of any court
as well as a person having Doctor of Social Sciences (Law)
degree and of at least four years’ standing as a university
lecturer in law who has submitted a health certificate may
be appointed a judge of a regional administrative court.

1996

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

1997
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Lithuania’s determination
to establish specialised
administrative courts was
recorded in the outline on
the reform of legal system

When administering
justice, the judges shall
have the following symbols
of the judicial authority –
a judge’s gown and
insignia with the State
emblem of Lithuania.
During the hearing of
a case the judges shall
wear gowns and insignia
with the State emblem of
Lithuania.
Articles 35 and 42 of the
Law on Courts of the
Republic of Lithuania

1999
Administrative Courts
of the Republic of
Lithuania start their
work

2001

2000

The Supreme
Administrative
Court of Lithuania
starts its work
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The Year of Quality in the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
The year of 2014 in the Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania might be named
the year of quality. After more than a year
of preparations, a quality management
system complying with the international
requirements, i.e. the international standard LST EN ISO 9001:2008 (hereinafter
– the ISO standard) was introduced in the
Court, and along with that, a Customer
Service Standard helping to ensure better
customer service has been introduced.
Although various management tools
have been already applied in the Court,
however, establishment of a consistent
and uniform framework brought considerable changes to the activities of the
Court, as an institution, and to the work
of every staff member. The President of the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas, Advisor to the
President of the Court Ingrida Danėlienė
and Head of the Court’s Office Dalia
Hoppenienė shared their thoughts of these
changes.

Ričardas Piličiauskas. Over the years,
the provision of the Constitution that ‘State
institutions shall serve the people’ has been
at the centre of our attention. We have always
considered its implementation as the main
objective of the Court’s management, and
attention to a person – as the basis of the
Court’s activities. In order to satisfy the needs
of a person, we applied various organisational
tools. Some of them have achieved its purpose,
while the rest were less efficient. We knew
that there exists a management tool based on
the ISO standard which is used by thousands
of organisations in the world; however, due
to the lack of resources, we were not able to
implement it. As soon as the opportunity
appeared to use the funding of the European
Union during the previous year, we decided to
modernise the Court’s work. According to the
requirements of the ISO standard, the quality
management system appeared to be close to
our work culture because what is important
therein is the fulfilment of the needs and
expectations of a client.
From the very beginning our objective
was not to obtain a certificate which we
could frame and hang on the wall, but have
fully functioning system and real benefit.

We would also have wanted it to enrich
our internal working culture, improve our
processes and encourage our future effort.
While establishing the ISO standard, instead
of creating new rules, we decided to cover
the existing practice with the clothing of the
system being introduced. I believe that luck
of an organisation does not depend on formal
structure, hierarchy and job descriptions,
but mostly on its culture, people and their
attitude. The Court’s value, in my eyes, is
people working here and internal culture
therein, and this is what creates the highest
added value. We have always encouraged
the spread of ideas, however, in order to
attract creative employees we have to suggest
them creative and unrestrained working
environment. Therefore, we were worried
whether after the implementation of the
quality management system, which requires
additional formal procedures, we will be able
to retain that unique culture. I would like to
confess that I still feel the concern.
I am delighted that the implementation of the
project created an opportunity for the whole
staff to be included into the management of
the authority. The Court’s mission, vision and
values were concerned in collective meetings

during which we discussed every word, its
meaning, and looked for an appropriate
wording. I believe that joint decisions even
more inspire their implementation.
It is, however, important that the ISO
certificate does not guarantee quality by
itself. This is an instrument favouring quality,
however, in order to extract maximum and
long-term added value, we will need more
effort. Nevertheless, together with the quality
management system we deployed the tool
which created immeasurable value – the
Customer Service Standard which suggested
the most appropriate behavioural patterns in
the most common situations at work.
Ingrida Danėlienė. When implementing the
quality management system complying with
the ISO standard in the Court, I have been
entrusted with unheard and new functions
of the management representative, i.e. to be a
sort of a mediator between the administration
of the Court and its personnel. This also
means that I have monitored and participated
in the process of the establishment of the
quality management system through the
direct involvement.
Indeed, at the early stage of the introduction
of the system, it has become clear that we
are likely to face a completely new area
of activity and experience: new terms
(e.g. ‘nonconformity’, ‘preventive action’,
‘management review’, etc.), documents of the
content unfamiliar to a lawyer, newly defined
and unprecedented processes. Today, when
holding the certificate issued to the Court,
I am relieved that we have smoothly, if it
could be said, quite painlessly ‘domesticated’
management innovations that were dictated
by the ISO standard. Newly implemented
quality management system encompasses
all Court’s activities, except for direct
administration of justice, the imperatives
whereof are determined by the Constitution
and laws.
When implementing the system, we
ourselves have firstly defined the processes
in the Court in even more precise terms
and added new processes complying with
the ISO standard which should ensure a
constant improvement in the quality of the
Court’s activities (currently making nine in
all). Efficiency indicators to monitoring and
measurement of separate court processes
were approved. Also, they were linked to the
strategic court operation plan and assigned
to responsible staff members and units. In
the ISO standard terms, all old and new court
processes gained ‘masters’. I believe that it is
especially important that such innovations

were introduced which let all staff members
not only observe but also take the initiative
of eliminating any deficiencies, even of a
minor nature, by anticipating them as well as
by preventing their appearance.
High interest and support of the personnel
has been felt while introducing the
quality management system and after its
implementation as well. I am convinced that
a positive attitude of people working in the
Court towards implemented innovations will
be the guarantee of luck and efficiency of the
quality management system.
Dalia Hoppenienė. The year 2014 was an
exceptional year for me, as I am the Head
of the Court’s Office, due to the application
of the Customer Service Standard in the
Court. This is a set of rules which functions
as a ‘quick aid’ to an employee who serves
a customer. The principles of behaviour of
courts’ employees, which are set out in a
convenient and clear manner, encompasses
the wide spectrum of everyday work – from
the requirements for the appearance of
commonly used premises and working places
in the Court to advice how to understand the
needs of persons applying to the court.
When implementing this standard, all Court’s
Office employees were trained how to provide
service of a maximum quality to a citizen. In
the simulation of various practical situations,
clear ways of solutions were given, and it
was specified how we should behave and
communicate with the clients. Such training
based on concrete examples was a huge help
to personnel working with the clients. While
applying the aforementioned standard, an
employee can always check whether he/
she behaved properly in one or another
situation. Having introduced the standard,
an apparent progress, ability to find out
clients’ needs as accurately as possible and
provide complete and reliable information
was noticed. Of course, a sincere attention
and professionalism of our Court’s Office
employees contribute to the purpose of the
high quality of customer service. Having
noticed the satisfaction of clients in relation
to the service provided, it has led to an
increased motivation to continue to advance
in the field of customer service.

An international certifying authority
‘Bureau veritas’ certificate, confirming that
the quality management system of the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
meets the requirements of the international
standard LST EN ISO 9001:2008, was
issued in an international conference
‘Quality Initiatives in the Judiciary:
Challenges and Achievements’ which was
held in Vilnius on 30th October in 2014.

ISO Certificate

I am glad to see that shortly after the start of
the project we have already seen the results.
Having conducted the research of a secret
customer, it revealed that the changes of
customer service indicators in the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania during the
year 2013–2014 are one of the highest among
Lithuanian courts.
Customer Service Standard
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The Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania as a Court of the
Highest Instance

The History of SACL
Building: From the Holy
Forest of Oaks to the Court

T

I

he Lithuanian system of administrative
courts consists of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania and five
regional administrative courts (Vilnius,
Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai and Panevėžys
Regional Administrative Courts). The Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania, as the
highest judicial instance in administrative
cases, is responsible for forming a uniform
practice of administrative courts in the area
of interpretation and application of laws
and other legal acts. Individuals, persons
defending public interest and everyone else,
filling applications against unlawful actions
of government agencies (officials), first apply
to the Court of First Instance, the decisions

Courts

of which may then be appealed against to the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania.
The decisions and rulings of the Court are
final and not subject to appeal.
Certain individuals may apply directly to the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
in some cases prescribed by law. For example,
members of the Parliament of the Republic
of Lithuania (the Seimas), courts, the
Seimas ombudsmen, the Children’s Rights
Ombudsmen, the Equal Opportunities
Ombudsman, the professional authority
associations established under the law to
carry out public functions, Competition
Council of the Republic of Lithuania, national
audit officers and prosecutors are entitled

to challenge the legitimacy of regulatory
administrative acts by applying directly to the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania.
Furthermore, the resolution of disputes
concerning breaches of the laws on election or
referendum is also assigned to the jurisdiction
of administrative courts. Individuals specified
in the national Law on Presidential Election,
the Law on Election to the Seimas, the Law
on Referendum an the Law on Election
to Municipal Councils are entitled to file
petitions concerning decisions of the Central
Electoral Commission directly to the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania. In such
cases the Court adopts decisions as a court of
sole and final instance.

Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania

Individuals appealing
against decisions of
the Central Electoral
Commission

Members of the Seimas
The Seimas
Ombudsmen
and other subjects
exercising control

n the present building (Žygimantų st. 2,
Vilnius) SACL works for a relatively recent
period of time. Having started its activities in
the building situated in Tilto st. in 2001, SACL
moved into its present (current) premises
in 2005. Having followed the history of the
location, where the Court is situated, its rich
history is revealed.
In the territory where the Court’s building
stands, the holy forest of oaks grew in the
prehistory of Vilnius City, the buried river
Vingris (Kačerga) flowed and wetland was.
In the 15th – 17th centuries here stretched a
large holding of the noblemen the Radziwiłł
family of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.
The Radziwiłł family mansion burned to the
ground about 1705, and they have not been
restored.
In the end of the 19th century, in the territory
where the Court’s building right now stands
there was the Tiškevičiai residence (now
the Wroblewski Library of the Lithuanian
Academy of Sciences) together with Juozapas
Tiškevičius winter palace (Žygimantų st. 3,
Vilnius), the garden and ponds.

Legal
persons
Persons defending
public interest
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Individuals

Court mission –

Court vision –

Court values:

administration of
justice by guaranteeing
the protection of
constitutional values.

independent, open and
professional highest
judicial authority
wherein transparent
and expeditious
legal proceedings are
guaranteed.

» Protection of human rights and
freedoms
» Honesty and respect
» Objectivity
» Equality
» Legal certainty
» Constant improvement
» Responsibility and public
accountability

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

At a later period, a clinic operated in the
building, and later the premises were used
for storage until the period of reconstruction
in 2005–2006 (project manager, architect
Gražina Kirdeikienė) when the building was
adjusted to the performance of the Court’s
activities. In the reconstruction of the
building authentic details and decor items of
the building’s facade, the main door molding,
ornate iron stair railings, polychrome
decoration of the main rooms and staircases,
different sizes of the complex profile interior
doors, etc. have been restored/renovated. The
building of the Court falls into the Old Town
of Vilnius cultural monument zone U1P.
Sources: V. Drėma. Lost Vilnius, V., 1991;
lietuvospilys.lt; information provided by the
architect Gražina Kirdeikienė.

Regional Administrative Courts of
Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai and Panevėžys
Agencies of public
administration

The Court’s building was built in 1892
under the project of architect Aleksandr
Bykovskij. Archival records do not provide
accurate information about the purpose of
this building. However, given the fact that A.
Bykovskij worked as an architect of the city
of Vilnius, as well as the corridor layout in
the Court’s premises, it is predicted that the
building had the administrative-communal
purpose.
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The present Žygimantų street is seen in the postcard
issued in the juncture of the 19th and 20th centuries

Division of Administrative Courts of the
Lithuanian Association of Judges
A

Arūnas Dirvonas
Chairperson of the Division of
Administrative Courts of the
Lithuanian Association of Judges

‘We will continue to promote the conditions
to administrative judges with special regard
to the specific judicial activity requiring a
very good knowledge of both national and
European Union laws, for improving their
knowledge in order that high professional
culture and the level of services provided
would be further ensured.’

cquis communautaire (Community acquis)
becoming a part of the national legal
framework, knowledge of European Union
law is especially important to judges, and
especially to the administrative judges,
whose task is to apply that law. The Division
of Administrative Courts of the Lithuanian
Association of Judges was established with
the purpose that this organisation, inter
alia, would facilitate administrative judges
to seek knowledge in training and seminars
which are organised not only by Lithuania
but also by other countries. Since its creation,
the Division of Administrative Courts of
the Lithuanian Association of Judges has
become an active member of the Association
of European Administrative Judges; the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania is
a member of the International Association of
Supreme Administrative Jurisdictions (IASAJ)
and the Association of the Councils of State
and Supreme Administrative Jurisdictions
of the European Union (ACA-Europe). When
taking part in the working groups of these
associations, Lithuanian judges have an

opportunity to increase their awareness of
the interpretation and application practices
of the law of other countries and apply
that knowledge in jurisdictional activities,
preparation or development of national
legislative drafts, report writing, etc., thereby
contributing to the dissemination of good
practices of other countries in Lithuania.
The judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Arūnas Dirvonas was
elected Chairperson of the Division of
Administrative Courts of the Lithuanian
Association of Judges in June 2014 by the
voting of administrative judges, and the role
of Vice-Chairperson was entrusted to the
judge of Vilnius Regional Administrative
Court Rasa Ragulskytė-Markovienė. The
Division brings together 53 judges working
in the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania and five regional administrative
courts.

he Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania as the Court of Final Instance
administering justice in administrative
matters was established on 19 September
2000 by the law No. VIII-1928 and started
operating on 1 January 2001.
On 1 May 1999, when the specialized
administrative courts were established in
Lithuania, the regional administrative courts
of Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Panevėžys
and Šiauliai started their activities and are
working until now.
Pursuant to Article 25 of the Law on
Administrative
Proceedings,
prior
to
addressing the administrative court, individual
legal acts or actions (inaction) adopted by
public administration entities may be and, in
certain cases, must be disputed by addressing
the institution of the advance dispute
examination in out-of-court procedure. The
exact procedure is laid down by law.

Žygimantų str. 2, LT-01102 Vilnius ::::: Tel. (+370 5) 264 8703 ::::: Fax (8 5) 264 8701 ::::: vilniaus.administracinis@teismas.lt ::::: www.vaateismas.lt

Judges
Marius Bajoras

Rytis Krasauskas

Violeta Petkevičienė

Henrikas Sadauskas

Milda Vainienė

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2014

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2013

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2014

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2001

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2008

Violeta Balčytienė

Jolanta Malijauskienė

Ernestas Spruogis

Donatas Vansevičius

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2006

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2014

Mefodija
Povilaitienė

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2008

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 1999

Raimondas
Blauzdžius

Rasa RagulskytėMarkovienė

Egidija Puzinskaitė

Margarita
Stambrauskaitė

Liudmila
Zaborovska

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2003

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2007

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2007

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2012

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2003

Bronius Januška

Rūta Miliuvienė
Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 1999

Jolita
Rasiukevičienė

Jūra Marija
Strumskienė

Halina Zaikauskaitė

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2002

Arūnas Kaminskas

Irena Paulauskienė

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2013

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2008

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2004

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2007

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2003

Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania

Ina Kirkutienė
Judge of Vilnius Regional
Administrative Court since 2004
President of the Court
since 2012

Judge of Vilnius
Regional Administrative
Court since 2001

‘The first and foremost
task of a court is to open
the doors of justice,
defend the interests of a
state and sincere people.
Justice is the foundation
of all values – as freedom
is the essence of all
values. In the absence of
justice, there is nothing
to make people’s lives
valuable.’

The area of activities of Vilnius
Regional Administrative Court covers:

Regional Administrative Courts of Lithuania
T

Vilnius Regional
Administrative Court

T

he areas of activities of the district courts of
Vilnius city, Šalčininkai Region, Širvintos Region,
Švenčionys Region, Trakai Region, Ukmergė Region
and Vilnius Region.
Under additional competence, when an applicant or a
defendant is a central state administration body, the
territory of activities of Vilnius Regional Administrative Court includes the territory of the entire Republic of Lithuania. Here disputes with the State Tax Inspectorate, the Customs Department, Ministry of the
Interior, Migration Department, etc., are solved.
Cases filed and cases resolved in

Regional administrative courts of
Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai and Panevėžys
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2014 – 5,87 months.
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Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
A.Mickevičiaus str. 8 A, LT-44312 Kaunas ::::: Tel. (+370 37) 20 14 67 ::::: Fax (8 37) 75 30 30 ::::: kauno.administracinis@teismas.lt ::::: www.kaat.lt

Judges
Rimantas
Giedraitis
Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2001
President of the Court
since 2012

‘We – judges – write
today’s history. Can
we do nothing, observe
and wait? We must
endeavour to justice and
change attitudes of the
society towards courts
because public distrust
of courts signifies
mistrust in a state
itself and disbelief in its
future.’

Gintaras Čekanauskas

Daina Kukalienė

Jolanta Medvedevienė

Janina Vitunskienė

Dalia Gumuliauskienė

Eglė Kiaurakytė

Aušrelė Mažrimienė

Vida Stonkuvienė

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 1999

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2008

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2000

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2007

Judge of Klaipėda Regional
Administrative Court
since 2001

Judge of Klaipėda Regional
Administrative Court
since 2007

Judge of Klaipėda Regional
Administrative Court
since 2007

Judge of Klaipėda Regional
Administrative Court
since 1999

Audrius Grauželis

Algis Markevičius

Asta Urbonienė

Natalja Zelionkienė

Laimutė Jokubauskaitė

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2012

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2007

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2003

Judge of Kaunas Regional
Administrative Court
since 2007

Judge of Klaipėda Regional
Administrative Court
since 2004

The area of activities of Klaipėda
Regional Administrative Court
covers:

T

T

he areas of activities of the district courts
of Druskininkai City, Alytus Region, Jonava
Region, Jurbarkas Region, Kaišiadorys Region,
Kėdainiai Region, Lazdijai Region, Marijampolė
Region, Prienai Region, Šakiai Region, Varėna
Region and Vilkaviškis Region.

Klaipėda Regional Administrative Court
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4000
Filed
Resolved
The number of cases
pending at the end of 2014

‘The guarantees of
independence of judges
and courts are not a
goal in itself and not
a privilege but one of
the essential conditions
enabling the protection
of human rights and
freedoms.’
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Kretinga Region, Plungė Region, Skuodas Region,
Šilalė Region, Šilutė Region and Tauragė Region.
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The average length of
judicial proceedings in
2014 – 5,93 months.
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Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
Dvaro str. 80, LT-76298 Šiauliai ::::: Tel. (8 41) 521 803 ::::: Fax (+370 41) 521 803 ::::: siauliu.administracinis@teismas.lt ::::: www.saat.lt

Laisvutė
Kartanaitė
Judge of Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
since 1999
Acting President of the Court
since 2014

‘Law is the judicial system of human relationships and justice is duties based on the concept
of human rights. Usually
the sign of equality is
placed between law and
legislation, and lawfulness becomes more
important than justice.
Court’s mission is the
administration of justice. Consequently, it is
essential that a judicial
decision would not only
be lawful but also fair.’

Judges

Irena
Varžinskienė

Žanas Kubeckas

Arvydas Martinavičius

Virginijus Stankevičius

Jarūnė Sedalienė

Nijolė Čekanauskienė

Dalia Pranckienė

Dalytė Zlatkuvienė

Judge of Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
since 2008

Judge of Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
since 2013

Judge of Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
since 2004

Judge of Šiauliai Regional
Administrative Court
since 2014

Judge of Panevėžys Regional
Administrative Court
since 2003

Judge of Panevėžys Regional
Administrative Court
since 2012

Judge of Panevėžys Regional
Administrative Court
since 2005

The area of activities of Šiauliai
Regional Administrative Court
covers:

The area of activities of Panevėžys
Regional Administrative Court
covers:

T

T

he areas of activities of Šiauliai District Court
as well as the district courts of Akmenė
Region, Joniškis Region, Kelmė Region, Mažeikiai
Region, Pakruojis Region, Radviliškis Region,
Raseiniai Region and Telšiai Region.

Judge of Panevėžys Regional
Administrative Court
since 1999
President of the Court
since 2012

he areas of activities of district courts of
Panevėžys City, Visaginas City, Anykščiai
Region, Biržai Region, Ignalina Region, Molėtai
Region, Kupiškis Region, Pasvalys Region, Rokiškis
Region, Utena Region and Zarasai Region.

‘Justice is the constant
and perpetual wish to
render to everyone his
due.’
Domitius Ulpian

Cases filed and cases resolved in

Cases filed and cases resolved in
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judicial proceedings in
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National and
International Cooperation.
Significant Events
January – February

»»The judge Ramūnas Gadliauskas participated
in the training ‘Abuse of a dominant position
– the main concepts of economics and law’
organised by the Hungarian Competition
Authority (GHV) (Budapest, the Republic of
Hungary).

March – April

»» Representatives of the Office for
Democratic Institutions and Human
Rights of the Organisation for
Security and Co-operation in Europe
(ODIHR) visited the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
where they assessed the pre-election
atmosphere and preparation of
the institutions of the Republic of
Lithuania for the oncoming elections
to the European Parliament.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
participated in the international conference
‘E-communication in the area of justice’
(Vienna, Austria).
»»The judge Dainius Raižys gave a lecture
to the judges of Lithuanian courts on
the specific features concerning cases of
administrative offences.
»»The judge Virginija Volskienė attended the
seminar ‘The EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights’ organised by the European Law
Academy (ERA) (Riga, the Republic of
Latvia).
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»»Training on modern ways and means
of communication with the media
organised by the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania and Vilnius Regional
Administrative Court took place in the
latter court. The presidents, judges and
employees of Lithuanian administrative
courts attended the meeting.

May
»»The fourth annual forum of administrative
judges ‘Current issues on the administrative
case-law and relevant issues’ was held where
the judges of regional administrative courts
and the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania discussed the problems of
the activities of administrative courts and
trends of the administrative jurisprudence.

»»The
President
of
the
Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania Ričardas
Piličiauskas and the Vice-President Irmantas
Jarukaitis delivered lectures to the judges
of Lithuanian courts on the jurisdiction of
European courts and decisions relevant to
Lithuania.
»»Law students’ delegation from Ukraine
visited the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania where they met the President
of the Court Ričardas Piličiauskas and the
Court’s personnel.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
and the Vice-President Irmantas Jarukaitis
participated in the 26th Congress of the
International Federation for European
Law (FIDE) (Copenhagen, the Kingdom of
Denmark).
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
participated in the 17th International Judicial
Conference (Valetta, the Republic of Malta).

»»The judge Veslava Ruskan gave a lecture
to the judges of Lithuanian courts on
the application of interim measures in
administrative proceedings.
»»The Vice-President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania Irmantas
Jarukaitis participated in the seminar
‘Interaction between the Environmental
Impact Assessment & the Nature Directive’
organised by the European Law Academy
(ERA) in Trier (German Federal Republic).
»»The judge Skirgailė Žalimienė gave a lecture
to the judges of Lithuanian courts on the
specific features of European Union law in
administrative law as well as the formation
of the case-law and its application problems
in administrative courts’ practice.
»»The judge Veslava Ruskan participated
in training on human rights which was
organised by the European Judicial Training
Network (EJTN) in the European Union (the
Kingdom of Spain).

»»Third year students from Vilnius University,
Faculty of Law participated in moot
courts which took place in the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania.
»»The Judge Virginija Volskienė delivered
a lecture on the topic ‘Specific features of
judicial procedures concerning damage
caused as a result of unlawful acts by public
authorities’.

June
»» A round-table discussion ‘Between
public information and impermissible
self-expression. What is relevant
to a journalist, a control authority
and a court?’ which was organised
by the Office of the Inspector of
Journalist Ethics and the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
took place in this court. Participants
of the event discussed relevant
media law topics and problems
arising in this area. Representatives
of the Parliament of the Republic
of Lithuania (Seimas), courts,
universities and public authority
representatives as well as civil society
representatives participated in the
discussion.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

»» Tax law expert Dr. Tom O’Shea
(Queen Mary University of London)
visited the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania (SACL) wherein
he delivered a lecture on measures
against tax avoidance and evasion.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas,
the Vice-President Irmantas Jarukaitis, the
judges Laimutis Alechnavičius, Romanas
Klišauskas and Dainius Raižys as well as the
court personnel visited Lukiškės Remand
Prison. When meeting the institution’s
director, issues such as support of the
protection of human rights in detention
facilities and standards of human rights
protection in Europe were discussed.

Annual Report 2014

»»The Group of States against Corruption
(GRECO) had a meeting in Vilnius
Regional Administrative Court with the
representatives of self-governing bodies of
Lithuanian courts, public organisations of
judges and courts. Judges of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania also
participated in the meeting: the Court’s
President Ričardas Piličiauskas, Chairperson
of the Association of Judges of the
Republic of Lithuania, the judge Ramūnas
Gadliauskas, the Chairperson of the Judicial
Council of Honour, the judge Dainius Raižys,
member of the Judicial Ethics and Discipline
Commission, the judge Veslava Ruskan and
the judge Skirgailė Žalimienė.
»»Delegation of guests from Georgia, which
comprised of six judges from various
courts and the director of the institution
providing judicial training, visited the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania.
The guests met with the Court’s President
Ričardas Piličiauskas as well as the judges
Anatolijus Baranovas, Ramūnas Gadliauskas
and Romanas Klišauskas.

»» The President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
Ričardas Piličiauskas participated in
the meeting of members, colloquium
and the General Assembly which
was organised by the Association of
the Councils of State and Supreme
Administrative Jurisdictions of
the European Union (ACA-Europe)
(Paris, the Republic of France).

»» The Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania issued the 26th bulletin of
the administrative case-law wherein,
inter alia, the summary of the case-law
of SACL concerning the investigation
of cases on the enforcement of criminal
penalties and decisions taken as well
as actions performed in the sphere
of public administration by remand
institutions, establishments, and
officials is published.
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September

»» As a continuation of the tradition
to award graduate students who
wrote the best Master papers in
the area of public law, the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
congratulated three postgraduates of
the Faculty of Law, Vilnius University.
»»The judge of Vilnius Regional Administrative
Court (now – the judge of SACL) Arūnas
Dirvonas was elected Chairperson of the
Division of Administrative Courts of the
Lithuanian Association of Judges by the
voting of administrative judges.

July – August
»»Supporting the development of relations
between the Lithuanian Association of
Judges and the Association of Judges of
Ukraine, judges from the High Specialised
Court on Civil and Criminal Cases of
Ukraine visited the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania.
»»Students from Charlotte School of Law
of the USA, who participated in summer
school of Vilnius University Faculty of Law,
visited the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania. During the visit, they met the
Court’s personnel administration and got
acquainted with the activities of the Court.
»»The Vice-President of the Supreme
Administrative
Court
of
Lithuania
Irmantas Jarukaitis participated in the
seminar to the EU judges on the topic of
human rights which was organised by the
European Judicial Training Network (EJTN)
(Strasbourg, the Republic of France).
»»The judges Dalia Višinskienė and Skirgailė
Žalimienė participated in summer courses
‘European competition law’ organised by
the Academy of European Law (ERA) (Trier,
German Federal Republic).
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»» The judge Arūnas Dirvonas
began working in the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
since 2 September 2014.

»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
read a report ‘Extent of the protection
of legitimate expectations in Lithuanian
administrative law: several insights of
a national judge’ in the international
conference ‘Public Interest versus Legitimate
Expectations’ which took place in the
Ministry of Justice of the Republic of
Lithuania.
»»The Vice-President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania Irmantas
Jarukaitis delivered a lecture in Advanced
Training in EU Antitrust Law which was
organised by the Academy of European Law
(ERA) and the National Administration of
Courts.

»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
participated in the meetings with the
delegation from the European Court of
Human Rights: the President of the ECHR
Dean Spielmann, the judge Egidijus Kūris
and the Head of Administration of the ECHR
Roderick Liddell. During the meetings,
various questions relating to the protection
of human rights were addressed and
relevant issues of human rights safeguard in
Lithuanian courts were discussed.

»» Members of exchange programmes
for judges from Germany, Romania
and Spain visited the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania.
They met with the President of the
Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas,
the judge Arūnas Dirvonas and the
Director of the Legal Research and
Information Department Aurimas
Brazdeikis.

»»The judge Arūnas Dirvonas participated in
an exchange programme organised by the
European Law Academy (ERA) (Genoa, the
Republic of Italy).
»»A group of law students from Mykolas
Romeris University visited the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania where they
met the Director of the Legal Research and
Information Department Aurimas Brazdeikis
who presented the Court’s activities and
relevant administrative law issues.

»» The Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania organised an unpaid blood
donation campaign during which the
staff of the Court donated their blood
to seriously-ill patients.

October

»» United Nations High Commisioner’s
for Refugees (UNHCR) Deputy
Regional
Representative
for
Northern Europe Karolina Lindholm
Billing who deals with questions
related to the protection of refugees
and persons who seek asylum visited
the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania and met the President
of the Court Ričardas Piličiauskas
and the advisor to the President
Ingrida Danėlienė. The legal advisor
of UNHCR and the representative
of UNHCR in Lithuania have also
participated in the meeting.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
had a study visit to Norway where he
got acquainted with the methodology of
customer service and working culture.
The visit was organised by the National
Administration of Courts (Oslo, Trondheim,
the Kingdom of Norway).

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

»»The judge of the European Court of Human
Rights Julia Laffranque from Estonia
visited the Supreme Administrative Court
Lithuania. During the meeting with the
President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas,
the Vice-President Irmantas Jarukaitis and
the judge Skirgailė Žalimienė, the relevant
issues and tendencies of the case-law of the
two courts were discussed.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
participated in a seminar organised by the
International Association of the Supreme
Administrative
Jurisdictions
wherein
possibilities to shorten time-frames
(deadlines) for judicial proceedings in the
whole world were discussed.
»»An expert from the United Kingdom
Dr. Tom O’Shea (Queen Mary University of
London) visited the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania where he delivered a
lecture on the role of national courts and the
Court of Justice of the European Union in
the European Union to the representatives
of SACL and other courts.
»»The judge Dalia Višinskienė participated
in a seminar organised by the European
Law Academy (ERA) on participatory
and procedural rights in the field of
environmental protection (Lisbon, the
Republic of Portugal).
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»»Advisor to the President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania Ingrida
Danėlienė gave a presentation on the
subject ‘Investment into Quality: Cost and
Profit of ISO Certificate. Court Experience’
in the international conference ‘Quality
Initiatives in the Judiciary: Challenges
and Achievements’ which took place in
Vilnius. She presented the experience of the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
as regards implementation of the quality
management system.

November – December

»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania Ričardas Piličiauskas
went to the First Instance and Appeal Court
Judges Forum of the Member States of the
European Union organised by the Court of
Justice of the European Union.

»» A meeting of the representatives of
Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania and Vilnius District Court
took place in the former court where
the participants discussed judicial
administration and exchanged good
practice.
»»The Vice-President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania Irmantas
Jarukaitis and the judge Skirgailė Žalimienė
participated in the training on the subject
of competition law which was organised by
the European Commission (Brussels, the
Kingdom of Belgium).

»» Guests from the Norwegian
Courts Administration visited the
Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania where they discussed the
particularities of management in
the courts of two states together
with the President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
Ričardas Piličiauskas and the advisor
to the President Ingrida Danėlienė.
»»The President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania participated in training
(‘HELP Training of Trainers’) which was
organised by the European Council and
aimed at future lecturers who are going to
read lectures to other judges and lawyers on
the topic of the protection of human rights.

»»The
judge
Laimutis
Alechnavičius
participated in a seminar ‘EU Gender
Equality Law’ organised by the European
Law Academy (ERA) (Trier, German Federal
Republic).
»»The Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania issued the 27th bulletin of the
administrative case-law wherein, inter alia,
the review of the case-law of the Court of
Justice of the European Union related to the
interpretation and application of legislative
provisions concerning value added tax
deduction is presented.
»»9th grade schoolchildren from Vilnius
Tuskulėnai Secondary School visited the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
where they met with the judges as well as
the personnel of SACL and were taken to an
excursion to the Court’s building.
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The Year 2014 in Statistics
The preponderant
part of the cases in the
Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
consists of cases of
appeals and complaints
against rulings concerning procedural issues;
SACL also hears cases on
elections and examines
the lawfulness of regulatory administrative acts,
deals with the issues on
the extension of time
limits, the resumption of
the administrative proceedings as well as cases
relating to the conflict
of jurisdiction and other
questions.
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in the Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
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Cases are ordinary heard
by the panel of three
judges. 38 complex
cases were examined by
the panel of five judges
in 2014.

SACL heard eight
regulatory administrative
cases on the lawfulness of
regulatory legal acts passed
by central entities of state
administration in 2014.
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During the year of 2014,
SACL made a reference
for a preliminary
ruling to the Court of
Justice of the European
Union twice.

In 2014, six times
SACL addressed
the Constitutional
Court of the Republic of
Lithuania with a request
to investigate the constitutionality of legal acts.
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Results of complaints against rulings concerning procedural issues on hearings of regional
administrative courts submitted to the Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania in 2014
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When compared to
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average duration of
proceedings increased
due to a temporal leave
of one of the judges of
SACL to serve in another
court.
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Judges

Arūnas Sutkevičius

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2007
»» Land relations
»» Customs
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Civil service
»» Tobacco and alcohol control
»» Legal protection of personal data
»» Energy
»» Cases concerning decisions of the
Communications Regulatory Authority and
application of other economic sanctions

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2005
»» Tax payment, return and recovery (exaction)
»» Tax disputes
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning

Ričardas Piličiauskas

Anatolijus Baranovas

Irmantas Jarukaitis

Dalia Višinskienė

Judge of Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania since 2000, 2007–2010

Judge of the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania since 2001
»» Customs
»» Registries
»» Civil service
»» Tobacco and alcohol control
»» Legal protection of personal data
»» Energy
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of penal and
remand institutions in the sphere of public or internal
administration
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of subjects
of pre-trial investigation in the sphere of public or
internal administration
»» Cases concerning decisions of the Communications
Regulatory Authority and application of other
economic sanctions

Judge of the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania since 2010
šio teismo pirmininko pavaduotojas nuo 2012
»» Legal status of foreign nationals
»» Land relations
»» Competition
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Tobacco and alcohol control
»» Legal protection of personal data
»» Energy
»» Cases concerning the application of EU law and international
legal acts
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of penal and remand
institutions in the sphere of public or internal administration
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of subjects of
pre-trial investigation in the sphere of public or internal
administration
»» Cases concerning decisions of the Communications Regulatory
Authority and application of other economic sanctions

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2012
»» Competition
»» Registries
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Civil service

Laimutis Alechnavičius

Arūnas Dirvonas

Romanas Klišauskas

Virginija Volskienė

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2007
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Tobacco and alcohol control
»» Legal protection of personal data
»» Energy
»» Cases concerning decisions of the
Communications Regulatory Authority
and application of other economic
sanctions

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2014
»» Legal status of foreign nationals
»» Competition
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Cases concerning the application of EU
law and international legal acts

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2001
»» Land relations
»» Tax payment, return and recovery
(exaction)
»» Tax disputes
»» Civil service

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2011
»» Land relations
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Registries
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Civil service

Audrius Bakaveckas

Artūras Drigotas

Dainius Raižys

Vaida Urmonaitė-Maculevičienė

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2009
»» Legal status of foreign nationals
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Civil service

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2002
»» Health protection
»» Social security
»» Competition
»» Registries
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2007
»» Tax payment, return and recovery (exaction)
»» Tax disputes
»» Customs
»» Registries
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of
penal and remand institutions in the sphere
of public or internal administrationCases
concerning actions and decisions of subjects
of pre-trial investigation in the sphere of
public or internal administration

Judge of the Supreme Administrative Court
of Lithuania since 2005
»» Legal status of foreign nationals
»» Health protection
»» Social security
»» Civil service
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of penal
and remand institutions in the sphere of public or
internal administration
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of subjects
of pre-trial investigation in the sphere of public or
internal administration

Laimė Baltrūnaitė

Ramūnas Gadliauskas

Veslava Ruskan

Skirgailė Žalimienė

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2007
»» Health protection
»» Social security
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Civil service
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions
of penal and remand institutions in the
sphere of public or internal administration
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of
subjects of pre-trial investigation in the
sphere of public or internal administration

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2012
»» Land relations
»» Health protection
»» Social security
»» Competition
»» Restoration of property rights
»» Civil service

Judge of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2012
»» Health protection
»» Social security
»» Tax payment, return and recovery
(exaction)
»» Tax disputes
»» Registries
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Cases concerning the application of EU
law and international legal acts

Judge of the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania since 2008
»» Cases concerning the application of EU law and
international legal acts
»» Legal status of foreign nationals
»» Competition
»» Environmental protection
»» Construction
»» Territorial planning
»» Tobacco and alcohol control
»» Legal protection of personal data
»» Energy
»» Cases concerning decisions of the Communications
Regulatory Authority and application of other economic
sanctions
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of penal and
remand institutions in the sphere of public or internal
administration
»» Cases concerning actions and decisions of subjects of
pre-trial investigation in the sphere of public or internal
administration

Deputy President of the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania
2008–2010, Acting President
President of the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania since 2010
»» Cases concerning the application of EU law
and international legal acts
»» Tax payment, return and recovery (exaction)
»» Tax disputes
»» Customs
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Stasys Gagys
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Administration of Justice
in 2014

Appeals against judgements of regional administrative courts filed in the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania in 2014 (allocation of cases according to subject matter)
Non-contractual liability of state institutions

21 percent

Health protection and social security

13 percent

Civil service

12 percent

Taxes and Customs

11 percent

Cases concerning actions of subjects of pre-trial criminal
investigation, executions of justice and pre-trial detention

In accordance with the Law on Administrative
Proceedings, the Supreme Administrative Court of
Lithuania is assigned to hear disputes arising from the
relationships between private persons and government
authorities.

Construction and Territorial planning

Nineteen categories of the aforementioned disputes while
discussing their relevance, specificity and this year’s
tendencies are presented in the annual report 2014. In
this part of the annual report you will also find various
summaries of cases heard in 2014.

Arūnas
Dirvonas
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Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
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4 percent

Restoration of property

3 percent

Land relations

3 percent

Energy

3 percent

State guaranteed legal aid

2 percent

Economic sanctions

2 percent

Registers

2 percent

Supervision of municipal administration

1 percent

Environmental protection

1 percent

Cases concerning foreign nationals in the Republic of
Lithuania

1 percent
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Human Rights and Freedoms

Cases Concerning the
Lawfulness of Regulatory
Administrative Acts

‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They
are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.’

‘We rely on laws in order that we might be free.’
Marcus Tullius Cicero, 1st century BC

Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

C

ases concerning the lawfulness of regulatory administrative
acts are distinguished by the fact that such legislation is
investigated wherein the rules of conduct for a group of entities
not characterised by individual features are embedded. That
means that the decision in such a case has a direct impact on a
wider group of persons in comparison with other proceedings.
In the overviewed area, SACL investigates two sorts of cases:
on the lawfulness of regulatory acts passed by central entities
of administration and by entities of municipal administration.
This also leads to a wider spectrum of legal issues which arise in
these proceedings. This year SACL assessed acts passed by central
entities of administration in the areas of energy, agriculture,
communications regulation and registers. In the hearing of
cases on regulatory acts of municipal institutions, the Supreme
Administrative Court of Lithuania addressed questions related
to payments on children’s education, territorial planning, social
housing, local payments on municipal waste management and
others.

O

wing to the expansion of human rights, the international documents
that regulate human rights acquire the growing importance, and
aspects of the defence of human rights become increasingly dominant
in cases under legal proceedings. With human rights penetration into
all spheres of life in modern society, increasing attention is being paid to
various initiatives and projects, discussions and researches regarding the
defence of human rights.
The protection of human rights and freedoms is the main task of the court
and, at the same time, a universal measure of values in the administration
of justice. In the settlement of disputes between persons and the state, the
administrative court defends human rights in every case. In recent years,
the right to property, freedoms of expression, association and assembly,
and the right to a fair trial were the most frequent issues being considered
in the Court’s case-law.

© Jakub Jirsák | Dreamstime.com

SACL protected a person’s right to respect for private and family life

The trend may be noticed that in many cases the question of
compliance between the rule of law and regulatory acts has been
raised. As before, SACL in its case-law consistently emphasised
the need to comply with this principle and repeatedly concluded
the unlawfulness of acts on this basis.

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 756-1242/2014

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
emerged due to the decision of the Migration
Board of Vilnius County Police Headquarters to
depart an alien to his state of origin at the end
of the term of a temporary residence permit.
SACL did not agree with the defendant’s
position that the alien illegally residing in
Lithuania in such a case must return to his
state of origin, and only after he may apply
for the execution of the residence permit. The
Court stated that, even if the foreigner’s stay
in the Member State is illegal because he fails

to fulfil the conditions of duration of stay
applicable within that Member State, EU law
does not require an unconditional departure.
It has been ascertained in the case that
the foreigner is married to a citizen of the
Republic of Lithuania; a son is born to them.
All important factual circumstances, including
personal reasons related to the protection
of private and family life, as well as the need
to ensure the protection of rights of minors,
must be assessed in every concrete case, when

dealing with the issue of the alien’s return to
the foreign country. The Court drew attention
to the case-law of the European Court of
Human Rights stating that the expulsion of
persons which determines family breakdown
might be regarded as the infringement of the
European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
Having assessed circumstances of the case, the
contested defendant’s decision was deemed to
be illegal and unfounded.

State must compensate damages for the unlawful disclosure of personal data
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 492-761/2014

S

ACL held that after the disclosure of
personal data of a state official, nonmaterial damage caused to him must be
compensated. In the present case personal
information about the applicant has been
collected and made public with regard to

the provisions of law that were recognised
unlawful. SACL regarded such actions of a state
authority as illegal and stressed that the right
to privacy is a constitutional right of a person.
In the view of the Court, there is little doubt
that a person who has been subject to illegal

collection and disclosure of private information
suffers non-material damage. Therefore, the
decision of the Court of First Instance to award
the applicant the damages in compensation for
the non-material damage was upheld.

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 146-79/2014

n the case under investigation the prosecutor
protecting the public interest contested
the decisions on the restoration of property
rights as being illegal. After evaluating the
circumstances, SACL agreed on conclusions
of the Court of First Instance that the breach
indicated by the prosecutor is formal, and
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the nature and scope of the breach is not
sufficient to recognise that the public interest
was violated. In this case the abolition of the
contested decisions would contravene the
criteria of reasonableness and fairness as
well as the proportionality criterion and the
principle of legitimate expectations. SACL also

Fishery in the Baltic Sea cannot be restricted by the substatutory legal act
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE I 492-4/2014

S

ACL heard the administrative case on
the lawfulness of the provision of rules
regarding the allocation of quota on fishery in
the Baltic Sea. The extended panel of judges
concerned that the freedom of economic
activity of economic operators being engaged
or wishing to engage in the fishing of sprats

and herring in the Baltic Sea was restricted
decisively by the contested legal regulation,
because those economic operators which did
not catch or caught little herring or sprats in
the Baltic Sea in 2007–2012 were restricted to
engage in fishery in the following year.

In the opinion of the Court, restrictions
on economic activity of this nature can be
established under the law only, and not by the
substatutory legal acts (in this case – under the
rules approved by the order of the Minister
of Agriculture). Thus, the aforementioned
provision of rules was found to be unlawful.

The start of legal consequences of church marriage must be defined by the law
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE I 492-10/2014

Formal breaches in the restoration of property rights process cannot deny the right to property

I

© Vladek | Dreamstime.com

agreed on the arguments of the Court of First
Instance that this would contravene with the
provision of Protocol No 1 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms as well as
the case-law of the European Court of Human
Rights.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

I

n the present administrative case SACL
concerned the lawfulness of rules of the Civil
Registry approved by the order of the Minister
of Justice, defining the starting moment of
marriage from 2 November 1992 to 30 June
2001 under the procedure laid down by church
(confessions).
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The Court pointed out that the setting of
the moment which is considered to be the
beginning of marriage under the procedure
laid down by church (confessions) is directly
related to civil rights and obligations of a
married person. Therefore, the state should
establish by law the procedures related to
official records of church marriage, realisation
of legal effects arising from this marriage and

dispute settlement. The disputed provision
had not been implemented in accordance with
the powers conferred by the Constitution; it
also did not rise from laws but regulated the
moment of emergence and change of rights
and obligations of natural persons. Therefore,
this provision was held to be contrary to the
principle of a state under the rule of law.
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Elections and
Referendums

European Union Law
‘Our world, our dignity, our future.’
Slogan of the European Year for Development of 2015

‘The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority
of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and
genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free
voting procedures.’

A

lthough SACL faces the interpretation and application of EU law
in many various cases, those where the Supreme Administrative
Court of Lithuania decides to request the Court of Justice of the
European Union for a preliminary ruling are especially distinguished
in their nature from other proceedings. These are the cases where the
issue of the interpretation and validity of EU legislation is raised, and
which is necessary to be examined in the case.

Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

T

he amount and nature of cases of elections and referendums
are very closely connected with the realities of the country’s
political life. Two elections (elections of the President of the
Republic of Lithuania and elections to the European Parliament)
and one referendum (on the amendment of Articles 9, 47 and
147 of the Constitution) took place in 2014 which gave rise to the
disputes that conditioned fair amount of proceedings.

These cases do not only give impetus for the development of the caselaw of Lithuanian courts but also to the case-law of other European
courts, raise legal issues relevant to Europe. The CJEU’s explanations
subsequently acquire great legal significance while ensuring a uniform
interpretation and application of EU legislation in different European
countries.
In recent three years, SACL faced the need referring the question of
the interpretation of EU legislation to European judicial authorities on
several occasions. Also, there is a clear trend that the number of cases
which include elements of EU law is gradually increasing.

Active citizens’ initiatives have also had some influence on
the greater number of cases heard which were related to the
issues of referendums in comparison to previous years. SACL
dealt with questions on the collection of citizens’ signatures
supporting the request to announce referendum, on the Central
Electoral Commission’s refusal to register the initiative group of
referendum, on the time intended to inter-debates in public radio
and television broadcasts, on the final number of voters in the
referendum and others.

© Vladek | Dreamstime.com

SACL requested the CJEU on the right to deduct VAT
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 556-703/2014

S

ACL heard the case where the dispute arose
due to the applicant’s (private limitedliability company) right to deduct the input
value added tax (VAT). In accordance with
the contract concluded with the National
Paying Agency, the applicant undertook to
implement the project ‘Baltic Mythology’s
Recreational (Educational) Path’. In the project
implementation, the applicant included the
cost of internally generated fixed assets into the
record, including the input VAT. The applicant

declared this paid input VAT as deducted, and
therefore, applied to the tax authority for its
repayment. The State Tax Inspectorate refused
to comply with the request.
The Court doubted whether the applicant
actually had no right to deduce input VAT, and
therefore, applied to the CJEU for a preliminary
ruling on this question: may Directive on
the common system of VAT be interpreted as
granting a taxable person the right to deduct

the input VAT paid in producing or acquiring
capital goods intended for business purposes,
such as those in the present case, which (1) are
directly intended for use by members of the
public free of charge, but (2) may be recognised
as a means of attracting visitors to a location
where the taxable person, in carrying out his
economic activities, plans to supply goods and
(or) services.

The Court of Justice of the European Union was referred a question in a case on prohibited concerted
practices of travel agencies

Provisions of the Constitution must be applied as long as they have not been amended
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE R 525-8/2014

S

ACL heard the applicant’s Rolandas
Paksas appeal on the Central Electoral
Commission’s refusal to issue blanks for
collecting the signatures of citizens. The
contested decision was based on the fact
that the applicant does not comply with the
requirements laid down by law to be nominated
a candidate for President of the Republic. As
the extended panel of judges pointed out,
Lithuanian legal framework is based on the

idea that any law or other legal act as well
as international agreements of the Republic
of Lithuania cannot contravene with the
Constitution. The Constitutional Court of the
Republic of Lithuania had already explained
that a person who has grossly violated the
Constitution or broken the oath and has been
removed from the office of the President of
the Republic by the Seimas in accordance with
impeachment proceedings, may not ever be

elected President of the Republic. According
to SACL, as long as there are no amendments
to the Constitution, this prohibition is valid,
and there is no reason to doubt its lawfulness.
The Court ruled that the Central Electoral
Commission followed the Constitution and
other legislation while passing the contested
decision which is deemed to be lawful and wellfounded.

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 858-1603/2014

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
emerged on the ruling of the Competition
Council whereby the applicants – information
system’s E-TURAS sole rights holder and
administrator as well as travel agencies which
have used this system – were recognised
having engaged in concerted practises and
having infringed the requirements of the
Law on Competition and the Treaty on the
Functioning of The European Union (TFEU).
Also, fines were imposed on them.
E-TURAS on-line system is a programme
where travel and related thereto information,
which is proved by tour operators, is processed
and systemised. The Competition Council
concerned that E-TURAS system became
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a measure for the engaging in concerted
practices among travel agencies, including the
will on the limitation of discounts.
The panel of judges referred this question to the
CJEU: should Article 101(1) of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)
be interpreted as meaning that, in a situation
in which economic operators participate in a
common computerised information system
of the type described in this case and the
Competition Council has proved that a system
notice on the restriction of discounts and a
technical restriction on discount rate entry
were introduced into that system, it can be
assumed that those economic operators were
aware, or must have been aware, of the system

notice introduced into the computerised
information system and, by failing to oppose
the application of such a discount restriction,
expressed their tacit approval of the price
discount restriction and for that reason may be
held liable for engaging in concerted practices
under Article 101(1) TFEU. If the first question
is answered in the negative, what factors should
be taken into account in the determination as
to whether economic operators participating
in a common computerised information
system, in circumstances such as those in the
main proceedings, have engaged in concerted
practices within the meaning of Article 101(1)
TFEU.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

Initiative of the referendum on the amendments to the Constitution cannot violate the integrity of
the Constitution
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE R 858-11/2014

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
arose due to the refusal of the Central
Electoral Commission to register a citizens’
initiative group for a referendum on the
introduction of the euro and did not issue
blanks for collecting the signatures of citizens.
The decision was based on the ground
that the provisions of the draft law on the
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amendment of the Constitution were regarded
as incompatible with other constitutional
provisions. SACL has acknowledged that
the Central Electoral Commission has not
exceeded the powers conferred to it – it has
the right and the obligation to verify whether
such provisions of the Constitution, which
would negate other constitutional provision

or contravene it and it would be impossible to
explain these provisions as being compatible to
each other, are not suggested to be adopted by
mandatory referendums. Having ascertained
that the findings of the Central Electoral
Commission are fair, the Court dismissed the
appeal on the contested decision of the Central
Electoral Commission.
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Social Protection

Taxes and Customs

‘The State shall guarantee its citizens the right to receive old
age and disability pensions as well as social assistance in the
event of unemployment, sickness, widowhood, loss of the
breadwinner, and in other cases provided for by law.’

‘The hardest thing to understand in the world is the income tax.’
Albert Einstein

L

ithuanian system of tax legislation consists of twenty five taxes, the principal
ones being personal income tax, corporate income tax, value added tax,
immovable property tax, inheritance tax, lottery and gaming tax and excise duties.

Article 52 of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania

S

ocial protection is a system of various measures designed to
ensure that persons who, in the cases provided by law, had
a loss of income, are having additional costs, or are unable to
fully provide for themselves or their families, would receive the
necessary support (assistance). Although the need for social
protection is widely acknowledged, according to the data of the
International Labour Organization (ILO), the right to social
protection today is not fully guaranteed for the major part of
humanity.
Lithuania is a socially oriented state where social welfare is
recognised a constitutional value. Lithuanian social security
system and social security measures are based on the concept of
solidarity. In the effective protection of human rights in the area
of social protection, SACL contributes to the development of
social protection standards and real assurance of social human
rights. These years are distinguished by the great amount of
cases where disputes arose on officials’ and servicemen’s state
pensions as well as on state social insurance pensions being
reduced after applying provisions of the law which contradicted
the Constitution.

In disputes relating to direct taxes, this year SACL mostly had to interpret and
apply the provisions of laws that regulate the personal income tax (PIT). The
Court often had to decide on the acknowledgment of an activity, which is carried
out by a citizen, being individual for the purposes of the personal income tax.
Importance of the principle of substance over form which is typical to tax law
becomes apparent in such proceedings. The great part of disputes relating to the
personal income taxation was composed of cases where the origin of income was
not clear or hidden. While investigating the questions of the value added tax,
SACL repeatedly encountered with the cases of abusive and fraudulent deduction
of this tax. However, during this year, the number of such proceedings was
considerably lower than ever. The question of excise duty taxation was usually
raised while handling disputes on tax liability for the illegal entry and (or) storage
of tobacco products not being marked by Lithuanian fiscal stamps (tax stamps).
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SACL defended a person’s constitutional right to pension
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A

143

n the present administrative proceedings the
dispute arose on the withheld part of state
social insurance pensions and victim support
state pensions. The aforementioned pensions
assigned to the applicant were re-calculated
and paid while applying the provisions of
law on the reduction of pensions which later
on were recognised being contrary to the
Constitution.

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 438-1643/2014

The extended panel of judges pointed out that
the applicant, acting in accordance with the
procedure laid down in law and the terms, took
legal proceedings to safeguard constitutionally
guaranteed right to pension which has been
violated by applying legal regulation contrary
to the Constitution. Having considered the
nature and importance of violated rights of a
person and aiming to ensure social justice as
well as person’s confidence in law, it has been

held that the Court must defend violated rights
of the applicant in a real and effective manner.
SACL made a conclusion that consequences
arising from the application of the provisions
of law incompatible with the Constitution
must be eliminated, i.e. the actual amount of
arrears in pensions, having resulted from the
application of anti-constitutional provisions of
law, have to be granted to the applicant.

An employee’s right to sickness benefit cannot depend on the non-compliance of an employer’s
obligations
ADMINISTRATIVE CASEs A 756-997/2014, A 502-998/2014

I

n the cases under investigation the dispute
emerged on refusal of the territorial office
of the State Social Insurance Fund Board to
grant a sickness allowance during the periods
of the temporary incapacity for work because,
according to the data of the Register of the
Republic of Lithuania of Persons Insured with
the State Social Insurance and Beneficiaries
of State Social Insurance Contributions
(hereinafter – the Register), the applicant does
not have for the payment required standing of
sickness and maternity social insurance.
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In the absence of VAT in price, it is declared included in the transaction value

-816/2014

I

In the proceedings on customs duties and other import duties the Court mainly
settled disputes relating to the illegal import (smuggling) of excise goods and
release of them for free circulation having failed to comply with corresponding
tax obligations, as well as disputes on the determination of the customs value of
goods.

The Court stated that under the specified
conditions for social insurance allowance, the
insured person’s right to this allowance cannot
be denied on the basis of the Register, if known
that this data is incorrect, inaccurate, or
incomplete because the applicant, for example,
a policy-holder (employer) does not fulfil or
fails to fulfil properly obligations imposed on
him/her (does not provide data, certificates,
does not pay social insurance contributions and
so forth). Moreover, in such cases the public
authorities have a duty to take active steps

aiming at a better identification and (or) the
restoration of important circumstances which
is necessary to exercise the right to allowances
for a honest and not aiming to abuse right
recipient. Having considered the fact that the
responsible public authorities had sufficient
information to doubt accuracy, fairness and
completeness of the data from the Register,
the Court repealed the contested decisions of
these public authorities.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

S

ACL investigated the case wherein the
dispute emerged, inter alia, on the value
added tax (VAT) calculated to the applicant
by the tax authority, as well as the amounts
related to it (penalties, fines). The Court held
that in accordance with the case-law of the
Court of Justice of the European Union, in
that case, where parties have set the price
of assets without any reference to the value
added tax, and assets supplier is a person

liable for the payment of VAT, and he/she has
no opportunity to recover the value added tax
from the acquirer which is required by the tax
authority, it must be regarded that the price
agreed is already included the value added tax.
In the present case the calculations which
have been made by the tax authority clearly
show that the VAT payable to budget by the
applicant was calculated according to the

total value of the transaction, i.e. it was not
considered that the price negotiated between
the counterparties already includes VAT, also,
a circumstance has not been assessed whether
a taxable person can later on recover from the
customer the value added tax requested by the
tax authority. Having considered the latter,
it was concluded that the amount of the VAT
payable to the applicant and amounts relating
to this tax were calculated incorrectly.

A state’s arrears to bailiff is not a reason for him to avoid taxes
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 556-691/2014

T

he dispute arose in the present proceedings
due to the decision of the defendant the
State Tax Inspectorate whereby, inter alia, it has
been refused to comply with the request of the
bailiff (the applicant) to offset the tax liability
of the applicant and the respondent’s duty to
pay for providing execution services.
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The Court ruled that the provisions of public
law did not provide that tax arrears of the
applicant may be set off by covering them
with the tax authority’s liability to pay for the
execution services provided by the applicant
as the bailiff. Public authorities act within
the limits of their competence established

by laws as well as legal acts accompanying
them. Therefore, the Court concerned that
the defendant refused to grant the applicant’s
claim regarding a set-off of claims on
reasonable grounds.
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Competition

Energy

‘Regulation isn’t about preventing firms and banks
from functioning. It’s the reverse. Regulation
is about the rules of the game, and also an
independent enforcement of the rules of the game.’

‘Our proposal is the basis to drive the EU towards increased
security of supply, innovation and sustainability, all in an
affordable way. It is ambitious and at the same time it is
realistic. Our aim is to give the right signal to the market
and encourage further investments in energy saving
technologies to the benefit of businesses, consumers and the
environment.’

The Nobel Prize winner for Economics in 2014, Jean Tirole

I

t is noted that cases on competition law are becoming
more complex: cases of much greater scope are
brought before the Court; moreover, the number
of breaches is increasing, the investigation whereof
depends not only on complex and science-based analysis
of an economic situation but also on an appropriate
perception of technological aspects or particularities of
the investigated markets of goods and services. The year
of 2014 was special to SACL in the field of competition
law due to assessment of breaches in such especially
specific markets such as the market of the collection of
direct payments by the means of remote communication
with a bank, the market of shipping agency.

Energy Commissioner of the European Union Günther Hermann Oettinger on making
energy savings target for 2030 higher.

A

pproach to energy in the world is slowly changing. Although
energy consumption has expeditiously increased since the
middle of the last century, however, humanity does not only
preoccupy with the production of energy but more and more does
concern security, saving, efficiency and the development of forms
of renewable energy. Currently fifteen percent of all consumed
energy is produced from the renewable energy resources in
Lithuania. In accordance with the EU directives, Lithuania is
committed to increase this index to twenty three percent by 2020.

It is especially important to ensure a straightforward
process of investigation of such breaches in competition
proceedings. In these years, the Court has amplified
its case-law by providing explanations on the breaches
of rights and obligations of the Competition Council
of the Republic of Lithuania during the time of the
investigation and afterwards.

World trends are reflected in the proceedings on legal relations
concerning energy that are heard by SACL as well. This year the
greatest number of proceedings of this category was composed of
disputes related to renewable energy sources, i.e. the aspects of
solar power-stations exploitation
As in previous years, issues concerning conditions related to
various types of energy supply as well as price fixing remained
important.
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Liability for the restriction of competition is not possible without fault
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 502-253/2014

S

ACL heard the case on the ruling of the
Competition Council of the Republic of
Lithuania whereby it was found that because
of three Lithuanian banks’ obligation to
purchase money management services
from one supplier (private limited-liability
company ‘G4S Lietuva’), national and EU
requirements prohibiting to enter into
agreements restricting or possibly restricting
competition were infringed. SACL concerned
that impact on competition was not caused

by individual agreements with the limited
liability company ‘G4S Lietuva’ of separate
banks but due to the overall effect of these
agreements. Having considered the latter, the
Court held that the Competition Council of
the Republic of Lithuania had to prove that
an economic operator understood (might have
understood) and might have controlled the
impact of agreements on competition. The
contrary assessment of the situation might
lead to situations when responsibility to

economic operators would be applied through
no fault of their own. Since the Competition
Council failed to determine such conditions,
SACL concluded that responsibility to banks
has been unreasonably applied, and withdrew
parts of the disputed ruling relating thereto.
A part of the file on actions of ‘G4S Lietuva’
was returned to the Competition Council of
the Republic of Lithuania for the purpose of an
additional investigation.

Agreements having restricted competition by prices in Klaipėda State Seaport are inadmissible
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 552-54/2014

I

n the case under investigation SACL
addressed the issue concerning the ruling
of the Competition Council of the Republic of
Lithuania whereby the prohibited agreement
on prices between Lithuanian Shipbrokers and
Agents Association (LSAA) and its members
with regard to competition law has been
identified and fines were imposed thereto.
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It is prohibited to unlawfully restrict the right to change heating mode
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE I 858-13/2014

T

he Court heard an administrative
case wherein the dispute arose on the
paragraphs of the Rules of Heat Supply and
Use, confirmed by the order of the Minister
of Energy, which regulate the procedure
of heating plants disconnection from heat
transfer networks on the initiative of the

customer. According to SACL, the Ministry
of Energy exceeded its powers because
in the Rules of Heat Supply and Use has
introduced the rules changing heating mode,
intervening in legal relationships linked to
construction which they are not entitled to
regulate. Moreover, the contested provisions

were contradictory, unclear, and were used
to introduce new requirements not provided
in the Law on Construction and other legal
acts. Having considered the latter, the Court
declared unlawful the contested part of the
Rules of Heat Supply and Use.

Hot water prices calculated in conformity with the existing provisions of methodology are wellfounded
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 143-1227/2014

The Court assessed that the agreement was
made on minimum tariffs of shipping agency
services which aimed at setting higher prices of
these services, thereby restricting competition
in the territory of Klaipėda State Seaport. The
panel of judges of SACL concluded that the
Competition Council and the Court of First
Instance lawfully found that this infringed

the provision of the Law on Competition
prohibiting the agreements which restrict
competition. However, having considered
the amendments to legal acts which have
established the size of the fines, the Court
reduced the fines imposed in the contested
decision.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

I

n the administrative case under investigation
the applicant appealed the ruling of the
defendant the State Prices and Energy
Regulatory Commission whereby the applicant,
as a hot water supplier to the consumers in
multi-apartment buildings, was imposed fixed
and variable components of hot water prices
in Palanga city. In the applicant’s opinion, the
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permissible hot water losses in the network of
multi-apartment buildings, while fixing these
prices, were wrongly assessed.
As the Court pointed out, fixed and variable
components of hot water prices provided by
the defendant in the contested ruling were
established in conformity with the provisions
of the methodology for setting hot water

prices. Regarding the case-law that has been
formed in similar proceedings, the Court stated
that there is no reason to doubt the lawfulness
of the provisions of methodology relevant to
the case. Since the contested ruling was passed
in accordance with the provisions of existing
acts, it is considered legitimate and justified.
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Consumer Rights

Environmental
Protection

‘In order to promote the interests of consumers and to
ensure a high level of consumer protection, the Union shall
contribute to protecting the health, safety and economic
interests of consumers, as well as to promoting their right to
information, education and to organise themselves in order
to safeguard their interests.’

‘Every person has the right to live in an environment adequate to
his or her health and well-being, and the duty, both individually
and in association with others, to protect and improve the
environment for the benefit of present and future generations.’
The preamble to the Aarhus Convention

Article 169 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union

E

nvironmental proceedings is an extremely sensitive area to the public
not only because of a growing influence of human economic activity to
the environment and constantly warnings about the need to reduce this
impact but also due to different conflicting interests, rights and obligations
of the members of the society. The right of persons to a clean environment
means other persons’ responsibility to invest to waste management.
While some people want to prevent environmental pollution, the rest are
preoccupied with the conditions for technological progress. These are only
few examples of cases where the Court had to search for balance. Although
every case is exceptional, the Court must also ensure a uniform case-law,
especially when groups of similar cases are brought before the Court. In
2014, SACL had such an assignment in cases on the adjudgement of
local tax for the collection and management of municipal waste which
constituted the biggest number of cases in environmental proceedings
this year. Consistent Court’s position was ensured by the explanations of
the extended panel of judges which were provided in one of the cases, and
which were considered in other hearings.

T

he Court deals with the protection of consumer rights almost
in the cases of all areas. These issues usually arise when dealing
with disputes in the fields of competition, tobacco and alcohol
control, energy. A certain trend has been noticed that disputes
related to the protection of consumer rights constitute a growing
part of the proceedings. This is visually represented by the fact
that, in recent years, the term ‘consumer rights’ was mentioned
six-seven times more frequently than a decade ago in the reasoning
of decisions. Certainly, Lithuania’s membership in the European
Union, where significant attention is paid to the protection of
consumer rights, made a great impact. The issues of application of
EU legislation are very common in the category of these proceedings.
The year of 2014 in this regard was significant because of three
explanations concerning the protection of consumer rights which
were received from the Court of Justice of the European Union (on
the requirements for the marking of gold products, on features of
pyramid promotional scheme, on the requirements for hot water
meters) wherein the Court’s doubts on the incompatibility between
national law and EU law were confirmed.
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Producers must ensure the management of all categories of electrical and electronic equipment waste
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 492-768/2014

I

n the case under investigation the
association, exercising the tasks concerning
electrical and electronic equipment (hereinafter
– the Equipment) waste management on behalf
of its members, disputed given mandatory
instructions to organise an additional
equipment waste management of certain
categories in a manner that the task for 2011,
approved by the Government (i.e. manage up
to 56 percent (but no less than 44 percent)
Equipment waste supplied to the market of the

Republic of Lithuania), would be accomplished.
The dispute, inter alia, arose due to the question
whether it is sufficient for the association to
accomplish the aforementioned task under a
single percentage by weight, reckoned from
all quantity of the equipment produced by
its members in the given year, or, whether
it has to manage no less than 44 percent of
Equipment waste produced by every category
of its members.
SACL pointed out that a circumstance that

producers and importers may establish
organisations and become members thereof in
order to carry out duties and responsibilities
referred to the Law on Waste Management,
does not change the essence of the Equipment
waste management – ‘the polluter pays’ for
ones waste management. The legislator,
irrespective of the method of organising the
Equipment waste management, was keen to
ensure a proportionate management under
categories.

Legal vacuum cannot exclude the application of ‘the polluter pays’ principle
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 556-334/2014

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
emerged because of the local tax for
collection of municipal waste from waste
holders and waste management (hereinafter
– the Tax) which was not paid to the applicant
the waste management company. With
regard to precedent decisions, the part of
Tax regulation approved by the decision of
the Municipality Council, relating to the
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determination of the amount of tax, was
declared contrary to higher-ranking legal
acts. The extended panel of judges of SACL
emphasised that recognition of the regulation
relevant to the dispute being illegal cannot
exclude liability to pay the Tax – a waste holder
must compensate damage to the environment
and reimburse the municipal waste system
organiser’s costs subject to his/her waste

management (‘the polluter pays’ principle). In
such a case the Court has to fill a gap existing
in legislation with regard to circumstances
of a concrete case. Having established in this
case that a part of the applicant’s municipal
waste was not managed in the municipal waste
management system of the municipality, the
part of the sum indicated in the dispute was
awarded to the applicant.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

Inscriptions ‘No added E’ on products having these additives mislead consumers
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 525-840/2014

I

n the case under investigation the company
contested the fine of LTL 10 000 imposed
by the State Consumer Rights Protection
Authority with regard to meat products
advertisements indicating characteristics of
the products which they do not have. The
Court concerned that the statement ‘No added
E’ used by the company means that concrete
signed E additives– phosphates, nitrites,

preservatives – were not added to products at
the moment of their production. This is also
expected by an average consumer after he/she
has read such statement and decided to buy a
product. However, it has been found in the case
that nitrates, nitrites and phosphates appear
in the mixture of spices which is put into meat
(staple) that is used to produce meat products
of ‘No added E’ line. The fact that the amount

of nitrates is natural in concrete herbs is not
considered as important because the applicant
additionally includes the mixture of spices to
meat due to taste and other qualities. Having
considered the specificity of meat products
production, the statement ‘No added E without
phosphates, nitrites, preservatives’ offered
on the packaging was considered as false and
misleading.

A necessary feature of the prohibited pyramid promotional scheme – payments to old clients from the
resources of new clients
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 442-23/2014

W

hile carrying out a campaign ‘Premijiniai
litai’, the applicant declared that after
registering at the website (filling out the
online application form and paying LTL 0,
01 registration fee) and after sending SMS
message or e-mail in order to invite friends to
sign in as well, a person will receive the fixed
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amount of money that will be transferred to
his/her personal account for every registered
friend. In the assessment of the applicant’s
actions, SACL followed the clarification of
the Court of Justice of the European Union,
according to which a pyramid promotional
scheme requires the existence of a link between

the consideration given by new members
and the compensation received by existing
members. Since the payments to old clients
were not paid from the resources collected
from new clients, therefore, such infringement
was not found in the present proceedings.
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Tobacco and Alcohol
Control

Information
to the Public

‘The harmful use of alcohol compromises both individual
and social development. It can ruin the lives of individuals,
devastate families, and damage the fabric of communities.’

‘Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference
and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through
any media and regardless of frontiers.’

The World Health Organization’s Global Strategy to reduce the harmful use of alcohol

I

Article 19 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of the Great French
Revolution of 1789

n order to control alcohol consumption, countries, inter
alia, apply various restrictions and sanctions to persons
who fail to comply with them. Some time ago, the prohibition
to sell alcoholic beverages from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. allowing for
some exceptions was embedded in Lithuanian legislation. A
number of disputes are brought before the Court because of an
inappropriate exercise of these exceptions, and in 2014, such
proceedings constituted the greatest part of all cases related to
tobacco and alcohol control.

A

lthough the freedom of speech has been discussed by ancient
Greek thinkers for several centuries B.C., it went a long way
until today’s recognition. In our days, a possibility to freely draw
up and express one’s opinion and views is considered an essential
condition of democracy. However, such right has to be exercised in a
harmonious manner together with the protection of other person’s
rights and freedoms without violation thereof. In 2014, the greatest
part of disputes arose on the violations of dignity and honour of
natural persons in public space, as well as on the damaged reputation
of legal persons and publication of inadequate information. In such
cases the Court had to strike the right balance between a person’s
right to dignity and honour and the protection of privacy on the one
hand, and the freedom of speech and expression and the public’s
right and desire for information on the other hand. Although the
number of cases of this category has reduced in 2014 as compared
with the preceding year, explanations (on the authority of the
Inspector of Journalist Ethics, the term of enforcement actions) that
are provided in the proceedings brought a meaningful contribution to
administrative case-law.

Quite a few disputes in the overviewed category also arose
due to a breach of the prohibition to sell alcoholic beverages
to certain persons (minors or persons who are intoxicated).
In comparison to previous years, the number of proceedings
concerning prohibited alcohol advertising has reduced. It is
observed that an absolute majority of proceedings was related
to alcohol control and disputes regarding the aspects of tobacco
control occurred only one or two times.
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An advertisement associating alcohol consumption with originality is prohibited
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 525-1142/2014

A

fine of LTL 10 000 was imposed on the
applicant with regard to the breach of the
Law on Alcohol Control – an advertisement
that links consumption of alcohol with physical
activity improvement and presents false and
(or) misleading information about alcoholic
beverages. It has been ascertained in the case
that an advertising billboard with illuminated
letters being placed in the premises of a café, as

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 662-996/2014

well as posters wherein, inter alia, inscriptions
in the English language ‘The most original
people deserve the most original vodka (…)’,
(…) for those who live a life of flavour’, ‘The
most original claim deserves the most original
vodka’ were featured and happy people in the
park, youngsters in a great mood together with
the trade mark and image of a bottle of vodka
were seen in posters. Having assessed that

the advertisement is addressed to the group
of youth, the panel of judges stressed that
the word ‘originality’ is primarily and clearly
associated with the distinctness of this group
of consumers. SACL has acknowledged that
such advertisement is prohibited under the
Law on Alcohol Control.

Places trading alcohol after 10 p.m. must be prepared to serve clients at the point of sale
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A

A

525

-1160/2014

fine was imposed on the applicant due
to the infringement of prohibition to
sell alcoholic beverages from 22:00 to 8:00 in
catering establishments holding licences to
engage in retail trade in alcoholic beverages.
This prohibition shall not apply in catering
establishments, holding licences to engage
in retail trade in alcoholic beverages, when
selling alcoholic beverages on tap or alcoholic
beverages which are sold in an open packaging
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Warnings of the Inspector of Journalist Ethics cannot be applied indefinitely

I

n the case on the legality of the decision of
the Inspector of Journalist Ethics, SACL
found that the calculation of the limitation
period, by imposing a warning or obligation
to the Inspector of Journalist Ethics to deny
information as sanctions, is not regulated
in the Law on the Provision of Information
to the Public. The extended panel of judges

of SACL estimated that a warning, issued
to the producer (disseminator) of public
information by the Inspector of Journalist
Ethics, should not be held as administrative
penalty and cannot be equated with a warning
(administrative penalty) embedded in the Code
of Administrative Offences. The gap identified
with regard to legislation was filled on the

basis of other legislative provisions governing
similar relationships. From the above, it was
concluded that sanctions cannot be applied
for the breaches of the Law on the Provision of
Information to the Public and other legislation
governing the provision of information to the
public within more than two years of the date
on which these breaches were committed.

The Inspector of Journalist Ethics has an authority to protect professional reputation of legal persons
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 438-993/2014

to be consumed at the point of sale. The
café-bar belonging to the applicant had a
non- lightened area where tables stood. The
Court concerned that it gives the impression
that tables are not used – places meant to
use products purchased should be visible,
lightened, and ready to accept clients before
their arrival to café-bar. In the opinion of the
panel of judges, the fact that the bar’s counter
is railed off by metal bars and the goods are

given only through the window installed in
bars, allowed to assess that the café-bar’s
administration does not seek to create the
atmosphere of an entity providing catering
services and does not attempt that a purchased
alcoholic beverage would be consumed at the
point of sale. The Court recognised that the
fine imposed on the applicant is valid.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

H

aving heard the case wherein the issue
on the competence of the Inspector of
Journalist Ethics was considered, the panel
of judges of SACL clarified that powers to
protect not only natural persons’ honour
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and dignity but also professional reputation
of legal persons are conferred to this state
official. Having determined that professional
reputation of legal persons is harmed in the
breach of laws, the Inspector of Journalist

Ethics may apply sanctions embedded in the
Law on the Provision of Information to the
Public, including the warning to persons for
the infringements of legislation, and demand
for their expulsion.
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Land Relations

Construction and
Territorial Planning

‘With respect to property rights, the underground, forests and the
aquatic environment are important objects, because a proper use and
protection of these objects constitute a medium of a person’s existence,
as a biological and social being, as well as support and spread of public
communications, the condition for the survival and development of a
person and the society, and basis for the nation’s wealth.’

‘The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably
meet developmental and environmental needs of present and
future generations.’
The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development adopted during the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development at Rio de Janeiro in 1992.

Ruling of 13 May 2005 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Lithuania

C

onstruction and territorial planning mean economic process,
development and growth. However, these areas are always
connected with a certain risk to human health or the environment.
Therefore, these processes are legally regulated in detail by setting down
the requirements governing environmental protection, employment
protection, structures and other. These are the reasons of disputes
arising in this category. Regulation applied to legal relationships
regarding construction and territorial planning has significantly
changed in the last few years. Thus, SACL had a huge challenge
to provide the rules for the interpretation and application of new
legislations as well as provisions of successor legislations, and ensure a
uniform and consistent development of administrative case-law.

L

and relations are extremely complex. On the one hand, the court which
hears the cases usually has to evaluate not only the existing legal context
but also the historical context, the development of that legal relationship,
and circumstances of its formation. On the other hand, here we find disputes
of a very wide range – from the application details of pre-trial investigation
to the change of register data. An increase of the proceedings on land
relations regarding the adjustment and approval of cadastral measurements
has been observed in administrative courts during this year.
In the category of such proceedings, it usually falls to the court to explain
and apply complex legal regulation being established by various legal
acts that belong to different areas of law (e.g. the Civil Code, Law on
Land Reform, Law on Land, Law on the Real Property Register, etc.). The
complexity of cases is conditioned by a great deal of factual circumstances
and difficulties in terms of an appropriate identification thereof. In
order to arrive at the right decision, the court has to find out ambiguous
factual marks establishing the boundaries of a land parcel, investigate old
documents from archives and similarly. Cases, having such a complex
regulation of land management and administration, were heard by the
Court wherein was a need to find a balance between the general interest and
private interests, legitimate expectations and stability of legal framework.

As every year, the great part of issues of this category in 2014 are
composed of disputes relating to the rights of co-owners, owners
(users) of adjacent plots and the public concerned. It is natural that in
a number of proceedings heard by SACL, issues on the rights and duties
of various public administration entities participating in the processes
of construction and territorial planning, were discussed. Also, there
have been a number of cases on the extension of the time limits for the
elimination of the consequences of an unauthorised construction.
© Hongqi Zhang | Dreamstime.com

Defects in information system cannot justify an authority’s failure to fulfil its functions
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A

602

-660/2014

I

n the present case the Court, inter alia,
ruled on the refusal of the entity of
public administration to perform actions
on the ground of defects in the information
system used in its activity. The defendant,
the municipality’s administration, based its
decision to refuse to re-register a construction

permit on behalf of other persons regarding
the fact that such possibility is absent in the
information system ‘Infostatyba’ which is used
by the entities of public administration to
perform their functions linked to the issue of a
permit and re-registration. In this regard, SACL
pointed out that personal rights have to be

effectively defended, therefore, an insufficient
technical capability of the information system
which is directly related to the implementation
of personal rights and obligations cannot be
an obstacle to exercise rights guaranteed by
legislation.

Protection of forests must be ensured during territorial planning

I
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In the marking of adjacent parcels located alongside the territory of gardeners’ community,
community representatives must participate
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 858-1267/2014

S

ACL heard a case wherein the dispute derived
from the corrections to cadastral data, after
having carried out cadastral measurements. The
Court has analysed whether the representatives
of the gardeners’ community, which master plan
indicates the nearby road of common interest,
did not appear reasonably in the marking of

parcel boundaries. Having evaluated the aim of
the Law on Gardeners’ Community, their status,
to what extent it is linked to the objects of
common use, the panel of judges concluded that
in the marking of the boundaries of an adjacent
parcel, being nearby the road of common
interest which is indicated in the gardeners’

community master plan, the representatives of
the gardeners’ community had to participate as
well. In the opposite conclusion, interests of the
gardeners’ community, as a road user, relating
to the protection of its object of common use,
its status and possible preservation, would be
voided.

With regard to land use, specific features of every situation must be assessed

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 492 -1108/2014

n the case under investigation it has been
refused to lay down the conditions for the
granting of a planning document because,
having divided a private forest holding, its
area would become less than 5 ha, and it is
prohibited by the Law on Forestry. Following
the case-law of the Constitutional Court of
the Republic of Lithuania, SACL pointed
out that forests are special objects subject
to property rights, and special and specific
legal rule on forests, compared to other
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ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 492-819/2014

objects, might be established by law, as well as
specific environmental, social and economic
implications for the environment have the
effect on certain limitations and restrictions
on property rights of forest owners.
The Court stated that with regard to the
prohibition laid down in the Law on Forestry it
is stated that private forest holdings shall not
be divided into parts if that part is or becomes
less than 5 ha, as to prevent an increase of very
small plots in forests belonging to separate

owners which may lead to assumptions to
change natural landscape, separate objects in
the forest, to impoverish and waste the forest
as well as the natural environment. Having
ascertained that forest land within a parcel
of land used other than for forestry purposes
would be divided resulting into new forest land
less than 5 ha, it has been acknowledged that
responsible authorities reasonably refused to
grant the conditions for the drafting of the
planning document.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
arose because of the refusal of the defendant,
territorial divisions of the National Land
Service, to issue a permit for a temporal use of
a public land that the applicant had been using
for some previous years and which at the same
time borders with other parcels used by him.
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The Court considered that the contentious
agricultural parcels are not provided to the
applicant for a temporal use on the basis of
formal criteria, irrespective of the essence
of legal relationship of the dispute, principal
provisions in relation to the use of the
agricultural parcels laid down in superior
legislation, and the general principles of law.

The Court focused on the necessity to avoid
the mechanical application of the provisions of
law and ensure that application thereof would
comply with the general principles of law and
public administration as well as higher-ranking
legislation. Therefore, the Court held that the
applicant’s request was rejected unreasonably.
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Legal Redress

Civil Service

‘(...) in accordance with the Constitution, where damage to an
individual was caused by unlawful actions of public authorities
and officials, such person has the right to claim damages’.

‘Citizens shall have the right (...) to enter on equal terms in the
State service of the Republic of Lithuania.’

Ruling of 30 October 2008 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Lithuania.

T

Article 33 of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania

he professional civil service, whose activity is grounded on a duty to
serve a person, is one of the bases of trust in a democratic state. In
the investigation of office-related disputes the Court deals with questions
arising in various stages of civil service: from the acceptance to civil service
to the imposition of office-related penalties and dismissal from that
service. Specific status of civil servants and high requirements imposed on
them determine the abundance of such proceedings. As in previous years,
the greatest part of cases heard by SACL in 2014 are cases relating to legal
relations of civil service.

P

roceedings on legal redress are distinguished by the complexity
of the disputes under investigation. A person may claim for
compensation for the material and non-material damage on every
action of public authorities as well as failure to act in all areas of
the exercise of a public authority. Evaluation and calculation of
the requested compensation for loss is also very different in these
proceedings. Since non-material damage is frequently related to
physical and spiritual fulfilment which is difficult to be substantiated
by direct evidence, the size of the legal redress is the court’s prerogative
based on a thorough assessment. In the compensation of a material
damage, an accurate mathematical calculation thereof is usually
performed, and if it is not possible – the court regards the criteria of
reasonableness and fairness. In 2014 there were cases when damages
awarded to persons reached half-a-million Lithuanian litas.

While hearing office-related disputes, the Court mostly evaluated
situations concerning the imposition of office-related penalties, civil
servants dismissal from their office, as well as social and other guarantees
for civil servants. The Court also heard quite a few cases wherein it
has been pursued for the restoration of violated persons’ rights on the
application of anti-constitutionally-recognised legislation (e.g. cases on the
compensation of the arrears of wage, having occurred due to inappropriate
calculation of the experience of service to the State of Lithuania).

In these years, the area of legal redress in the Court was characterised
by the abundance of cases relating to inappropriate conditions of
imprisonment. Also, a certain trend has been noticed that prisoners
more actively defended not only one’s right to a sufficient living space
but also other rights such as the right to the respect of private and
family life, freedom of religion and the right to information.
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Without receiving uniforms on time officials shall have the right to damages
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 261-1032/2014

Human dignity cannot be violated in any case

H

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 442-795/2014

I

n the case under investigation the applicant
claimed compensation for damages allegedly
suffered as a result of inappropriate detention
conditions. It has been established that the
applicant had been detained for 240 days,
185 days and a half-day whereof he was not
provided with a minimum rate of living space,
i.e. 3,6 square meters. The area of the cell was
also cluttered with beds of detainees and other
household requisites. Having considered all
circumstances of the applicant’s detention

(his, as being a smoker, detention with nonsmokers, open lavatory and wash basin,
insufficient ventilation, etc.), as well as the
fact that a minimum rate of living space has
been significantly violated for a long period
of time, it was found that such infringement
gave impetus to experience negative feelings,
caused spiritual suffering and the feeling of
worthlessness, the intensity of which exceeds
an inevitably inherent degree of suffering of
the prisoner, and is incompatible with the

Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which
prohibits torture.
Having considered the circumstances and the
case-law of the European Court of Human
Rights and national courts, as well as the
state’s economic working and living conditions,
the panel of judges decided to award damages
for non-material harm of LTL 4 900.

It is essential to establish unlawful conduct of a state in order to recognise its liability
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 556-1002/2014

T

he subject-matter of the proceedings was
the question whether the actions of staff
members of the National Paying Agency (NPA)
resulted in the financial loss to the applicant.
The damage is based on the fact that, being in
effect of the bailiff’s arrangements on the arrest
of the applicant’s debtor’s property rights, the
NPA unreasonably included the financial aid
granted to the debtor (direct payments) to
cover his long-term penalties. The extended
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panel of judges clarified that direct payments
are considered to be the property right of the
receiver when legal relations on the allocation
of payments are completed, i.e. the final direct
payment is determined. The content of the
term ‘final payment’ does not only include
calculation of the amount of direct payments
in respect of which a farmer complies with the
terms of the financial assistance but also the
introduction of long-term penalties. Liability

for the failure to comply with the obligations is
an inseparable part of the administration and
control of direct payments. The effectiveness of
administrative measure would decrease in the
case of a complete ignorance of the system of
penalties which can be imposed for the noncompliance of obligations. On the basis of this,
unlawful actions of the NPA were not found,
and the considered claim for damages of the
applicant was not fulfilled.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

aving considered the dispute on the
failure to provide the officials with new
service uniforms on time, the Court obliged
their employer to provide the applicants with
new uniforms and pay compensation for the
material damage suffered in relation to the

failure of providing uniforms on time. The
Court has noted that authorities have a duty
to provide officials with uniforms, and possible
damage in relation to the failure to comply
with this duty should be compensated. In this
case the applicants have suffered the material

damage by acquiring outfit and footwear at
their own expense, which were used instead of
non-provided parts of service uniforms as well
as expense to fix certain parts of their service
uniforms.

Law resulting in the deteriorating position of a person cannot be applied retrospectively
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 662-890/2014

I

n the case under investigation the dispute
emerged because of the defendant’s, Chief
of County Police Headquarters, order which
imposed a disciplinary penalty. In the present
case, at the time of conduct and termination
of the actions of a statutory civil servant in
relation to which he is held liable, the legal

regulation did not establish the possibility of
imposing the disciplinary penalty on a person
dismissed from the internal service, and at the
moment of imposing the disciplinary penalty,
this was made possible. Having considered
the fact that the applicant’s actions have been
completed until the moment when the new

provisions of the Law on Civil Service came
into effect, the Court ruled that in the adoption
of the contested decision, the defendant
unreasonably followed the provisions, which
came into force after the infringement, that
resulted in the deteriorating situation of a
person.

Unilateral decision to change person’s official position is unlawful
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 662-555/2014

T

he main proceedings showed that in the
conduct of structural adjustments during
which police stations were liquidated (among
which there is Grigiškės Police Station wherein
the applicant served in investigation office
until the moment of structural adjustments),
the applicant without his consent was moved
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to the new structural division. In accordance
with a job description for the new position,
the applicant had to perform his functions in
the whole territory of Headquarters, i.e. not
only in Grigiškės local authority. After such
structural adjustments with regard to the
territory of service of the applicant, the Court

stated the case of indeterminacy. The Court
assessed that the respondent acted unlawfully
having changed the applicant’s legal position
and the organisation of his service by making
a unilateral decision without the applicant’s
consent.
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Foreign Nationals

Municipal Rights
and Obligations

‘(...) let them come [to our land] with children,
wives and cattle, let them come and go as they
wish without any interruption; ensuring that
by this letter, we promise that they will be safe
and untouchable by any unlawful claims of my
subordinates.’

‘The safeguarding and reinforcement of local selfgovernment in the different European countries is
an important contribution to the construction of a
Europe based on the principles of democracy and the
decentralisation of power.’

The Letter of Gediminas, the Grand Duke of Lithuania of 26 May 1323
addressed to the citizens of Lübeck, Rostock, Sund, Greifswald, Stetin, and
Gotland.

Preamble to the European Charter of Local Self-Government

A

ll countries that follow democratic principles recognise
the citizens’ right to participate in public affairs.
Residents also exercise this right by applying to the
court because of municipal decisions which violate their
rights. The majority of cases heard in the category of the
local self-government were initiated by natural and legal
persons, when disputing relevant decisions of municipal
administrations and other institutions that have been
passed in various areas (detailed territorial planning,
construction, local tax and other).

M

igration of citizens in today’s global world has
already become a routine matter. Although the
number of foreigners residing in Lithuania is one of the
smallest in the European Union, globalization trends do
not out-run administrative courts which hear cases on
the legal status of aliens. Foreigners who seek to arrive
to Lithuania address the court with regard to family,
work, study matters, and because of humanitarian and
other reasons. A refusal to grant visa, failure to grant
asylum, detention of an alien who illegally resides in
the territory of the state – these are the questions that
the Court had to deal with most frequently in this year.
The greatest challenges were faced in the assessment
of cases of the refusal to grant asylum – because of
limited possibilities to provide evidence, the Court had
to be active and invoke observation reports and similar
documents of various international organisations for
the evaluation of real situation in the state of origin.

Representatives of the government who perform an
administrative supervision of municipalities also concern
municipalities to administer public affairs in the name
of citizens’ interests, while being in compliance with
the Constitution and other legislation. In comparison
to citizens, they rarely applied to administrative courts
on decisions passed by the municipalities. In fact, the
proceedings initiated by them were related to issues
relevant to many citizens.
© Vikau | Dreamstime.com

Municipalities must comply with the one-stop-shop principle

Detention of foreigners cannot continue without restriction

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 492-552/2014

T

he applicant addressing one of the
municipalities of Lithuania submitted
an application linked to a detailed territorial
planning. An employee of the municipality’s
administration to whom the request was
submitted explained to the applicant in the
e-mail that she cannot perform actions required
by him and asked to apply to the higher
management authority or another department

ADMINISTRATIVE CASE N 858-90/2014

of the same municipality. The Court stated that
the investigation of persons’ requests, while
applying the one-stop-shop principle, means
that requests shall be admissible and the
replies are given in one working place, and all
the information required for decision-making
is received by the authority which examines
the request. SACL concluded that the employee
of the municipality’s administration, having

received an appropriate request, had to register
it, and having found that the content of the
request cannot be ascribed to her competence,
had to resend it directly to an appropriate
entity. The employee should also indicate that
the applicant’s request is transmitted and
explain the reasons of such procedure.

Municipality must ensure guarantees for socially vulnerable persons
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A

I

502
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T

he applicant (a foreigner) disputed the
decision to prolong the term of detention
in the Foreigners Registration Centre on the
ground that, where the maximum 18-month
period of detention laid down in the Law on
the Legal Status of Aliens has expired, the
applicant had to be released immediately.

The Court stated that the maximum 6-month
period of detention can be extended to not
more than 12 months when the expulsion
procedures take place and (or) a decision of the
expulsion of the alien is adopted (regardless
of whether this decision was appealed). These
terms must be calculated from the date of

the alien’s detention, and having expired the
maximum 18-month period of the alien’s
detention, he must be released immediately,
except for cases when the alien can be detained
on the basis of other laws. Therefore, in the
present case the Court did not extend the
period of the alien’s detention.

Decision on asylum must be adopted after an overall assessment

-1523/2014

n the case under investigation a
representative of the government in
Vilnius district disputed the provision of
the defendant’s, Vilnius City Municipality
Council, decision, declaring that ‘Apartments
adjusted to persons (families) with reduced
mobility are rent to persons included in the
lists for social housing and provided a medical
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ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 756–204/2014

certificate about the fulfilment of special
needs. These apartments are not included
into the percentage of social housing which
is distributed under special lists.’ The Court
ruled that the conditions are created enabling
the infringement of the mandatory provision,
stating that priority should be given to the list
of former orphans or persons without having

parental care, laid down by the law under the
contested regulation. Moreover, the Court
also held that the disputed regulation has not
been sufficiently clear as well as misleading.
Having considered the above circumstances,
the contested provision of the decision was
declared illegal.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania

T

he applicant (a foreigner) disputed the
decision of the defendant the Migration
Department under the Ministry of the Interior
of the Republic of Lithuania, by which asylum
has not been granted to him. The Court
has held that in such decision-making, the
defendant had to carry out a comprehensive
investigation, evaluate all the circumstances
indicated by the applicant under which the
request is grounded and, together with the
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available information about the applicant’s
country of origin, evaluate whether the
circumstances specified by the applicant may
be associated with the conditions laid down
in law for granting refugee status, i.e. the
defendant had to conduct a proper, thorough
and objective investigation concerning the
request for asylum. The defendant failed to
do that – the foreigner has not been properly
questioned about the circumstances of his

persecution as well as disagreement between
information provided in the documents
confirming his identity and information given
in his request for asylum, evidence provided
by the applicant have not been properly
investigated and all meaningful circumstances
have not been concerned. The defendant was
obliged to re-examine the applicant’s request
for asylum.
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Administrative
Proceedings. State
Guaranteed Legal Aid
Ubi ius – ibi remedium.
The principle of Roman law (Wherever there is a right, there is a remedy)

A

fair dispute settlement is not the only responsibility of a court. None the
less is important to ensure a fair trial – after all, the non-compliance of rules
may lead to the invalidity of the decision. Issues which arise in the process of the
hearings usually correlate directly with the specific features of disputes. In 2014,
an impact of legislation concerning social guarantees being identified as anticonstitutional has been felt – having found out about illegal regulation, a number
of persons asked for the restoration of the status quo ante for applying to the
court with regard to results caused by this regulation. The Court also explicated
the case-law on the principle of impartiality of judges in cases on the lawfulness
of regulatory acts, as well as on the responsibility to motivate suitably and
properly an appeal to investigate the lawfulness of a regulatory act. Coherently
supported by SACL and increasingly establishing electronic communication with
the parties to the proceedings created the need to provide an explanation of the
application of rules of the proceedings in the electronic space.
An inseparable part of a fair trial is a state’s guarantee to provide legal aid when
necessary. Although the number of proceedings on state guaranteed legal aid
has decreased in half, however, a trend could be noticed that persons frequently
appeal the decisions of state guaranteed legal aid services unreasonably,
sometimes even abuse the right to receive such assistance.
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Secondary legal aid is not granted if it is related to economic commercial or independent professional
activity
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE A 556-1060/2014

O

n the basis of the decision of the StateGuaranteed Legal Aid Service of Kaunas
(Kaunas SGLA Service) it has been refused to
provide secondary legal aid (for the cassation
appeal) because the application has addressed
the request directly resulting from the
applicant’s economic commercial practices or
due to his independent professional activity.
The Court stated that the grant of secondary
legal aid is not possible if it has been found

that the request to grant secondary legal aid is
related to the applicant’s economic commercial
practices or his independent professional
activity. In the opinion of the panel of
judges, the issue whether the performance of
economic commercial activity is stopped or
continued does not have any legal meaning. It
has been established in civil proceedings that
the applicants’ company had been declared
liquidated and bankrupt, and in order to

challenge this decision, the applicants applied
to the defendant on the grant of secondary
legal aid. The panel of judges concluded that
the realisation of cassation would be aimed at
changing legal assessment and certainty for
relationships which resulted from the exercise
of economic commercial activity; therefore,
secondary legal aid cannot be granted.

By activating an account of court e-services, a person agrees to receive court documents by electronic
means of communication
ADMINISTRATIVE CASE AS 502-127/2014

T

he issue on the setting of the delivery date
of the Court’s of First Instance judgement
sent to the applicant by electronic means of
communication was dealt with in the case.
The Court has indicated that under the Law on
Administrative Proceedings, while handing over
a procedural document by electronic means
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of communication, the day of submission to a
person involved in litigation is considered to
be the working day followed by the day of the
sending of a procedural document. The Court
stressed that by activating an account the
applicant expressed an agreement to receive
procedural documents by electronic means of

communication on a mandatory basis. Since
the judgement of the Court of First Instance
was sent to the applicant’s account on 25
September 2013, it was considered that he
received the judgment on 26 September 2013.

Supreme Administrative Court of Lithuania
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